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THE THIEF OF TIME
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Literature
A GENERAL CONFESSION

By Lawrence J. Tebbe
kK. | were to ask you, my friend, for your ideas
regarding such divers topics as Italy, Nova
Scotia, knighthood, or the French Revolution,
from what source of knowledge would your answers
spring? Let us investigate. Of Italy you would
immediately state its location,—‘the boot” of Europe; of the Saracens you would tell of Musselmen
I

or of the Mohammedan Turks; for knighthood you
would refer to the England of Coeur de Lion;
and so on, until you felt that you had quite exhausted your knowledge of the geography and history concerning my several random questions. But
you feel that you have omitted the most interesting
things. You have given but a cold skeleton, and

deep in the labyrinths of your mind are hidden a
thousand little facts about Italy and the Saracens
which, although forming your ideas, do not adapt
themselves to few words. You know just what

Italians do; you see the dark-skinned fruit vendors
in the hot streets of painted cities, or you see others along the shore supplying their little fishing
smacks. And as for the Saracens: you can see one
right before you; sandaled feet, flowing robes,
beaded ears, turban and all, and you even feel a
trifle uneasy at the portentious glare of his black
eyes and glittering teeth, and his uncouth scimitar.

You wonder at your own knowledge,—at the great
army of thoughts that gather in the silent process
of association of ideas; and what is this source?
Geography told you of Italy as a country, of
Rome, of the Alps, and the Tiber. It explained
Italian industries and climate. History told you of
Roman conquest, of Roman civilization, its rise
and decadence; but from whence is your other
knowledge? You know how the Romans thought,
what emotions stirred them, what games delighted
them. In fact, you feel that you know what a

thoughts, the passions, the true character of the
people you have from another source,— and that
source is literature.
Literature is the mouthpiece of a nation: without
it her most ponderous thought, her loftiest ideas,
her deepest lament, must always lay. in the agony
of silence. Some talented artists must come and
with inspired pen, in thought or story give voice to
the thought of his age, or it must be forever lost
to posterity. Let us return to my questions. Was
it not some literature, prose or poetry, ancient or

modern, that modelled your ideas of Italy, knighthood, or the French Revolution?

Perhaps Ruskin’s

“Stones of Venice” or Macaulay’s “Lays of Ancient
Rome” had something to do with it, or mayhap
“Ben Hur” left some of its many pictures imbedded
in your mind. At any rate, I feel quite safe in saying that if you have any ideas of the characteristics
of ancient Rome, of the Romances of the Bridge of

Sighs or the Rialto, of the spirit that blossomed
forth in towering cathedrals, or the art that built
Florence and Venice, you have them from the pen

of some reflecting litterateur.
It is Tennyson and Scott and not some historian
who has given you your ideas of England and knight-

hood. The Knight of the Round Table has a place
in your mind while the mighty deeds of Suleyman
the Great are little known, not because historians
have forgotten the latter but because great writers

have remembered the former.

Scott is the real in-

terpreter of the Saracen mind. His “Talisman” unfolds to us the Mohammedan’s character just as
Dickens unfolds to us Parisian character gone mad
in revolution. Even though the stories of both are
pregnant with falsehoods, they are authentic in the

fact that they depict character typically, and that is
important.

Roman would do under any circumstances! Geog-

Thus we are somewhat surprised at the scope and

raphy may have taught you the “where” of peoples,

depth of ideas that literature alone can bring to our

and history the chief events of their career, but the

storehouse of knowledge.

It is flexible, romantic,

8
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inspiring, colorful and picturesque, and human life
is even more so. Little wonder that history, geography, and other sciences, bound as they are in formotives that guide humanity. It is like trying to
clean a coiled pipe with a straight brush. ‘There
are thoughts that vex, emotions that stir, passions
that mislead, and principles that guide, which can
only be grasped by the multi-fingered, artistic hand
of literature. She peers into the human soul, she
delves into the deepest recesses of the mind, and
lays bare its intricate plots and plans, so that all

Geography and history depict things as_ they
seem on the surface.
The field of geography
changes little throughout the centuries, and bound
in the fetters of external facts, as geography is, it
must remain too much what it has been, “the letter
without the spirit.” And history too, because of
ever increasing volumes of facts, has been quite content in leaving the burden of the character and spirit of the ages to be transmitted by essay, poem, and
story. So I may say that if you really want to
know peoples, you must study the literature that
speaks of them. For the literature of a nation is

who desire, may see.

The Acadian heart depicted

the thought of that nation, laid articulately before

by Longfellow, the French peasantry of de Mau-

us: it is a general confession of its deepest motives
and desires made through her prodigious pen ar-

mal laws, cannot make a delineation of the inner

passant, and the simple lives of Italian fishermen,
portrayed in de la Martine’s novel, are living fountains of thought which none but a litterateur can
transmit.

tists, who have caught up the mute spirit of the
age, and have given it expression.

Mourn Not, Grieve Not
By Frank Potts
When my brow is shrunk and chill,
When my hand is cold and still,
Mourn not, grieve not;
When I heave my last sad breath,
When my eyes are closed in death,
When you hear the sexton’s bell

\Vhen I am in rest below,
When you leave my grave to go,
Mourn not, grieve not,
When you leave a flower behind
To wither in the solemn wind;

Echo from the woody kneel,

Lying ‘neath the grassy crust,
Mourn not, grieve not,

Mourn not, grieve not,

All is well.
When they lay me low and deep
In my last and sweetest sleep,
Mourn not, grieve not;
When the hands have lowered me,
When the earth has covered me;
When I fill my lowly bed
With a stone that marks my head,

When you think of me as dust

~ God is just.
When you search the forest bowers,
And deck my grave with wreaths of flowers.
Mourn not, grieve not,
When you stop as you go by
To leave a burning tear or sigh;
When you from the fireside roam,
When you to my grave have come,

Mourn not, grieve not,

Mourn not, grieve not,

I am dead.

I am home.
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Seeking the Beautiful
By Edmund J. Klass
B vem

How often do we use that word,

yet who has defined it satisfactorily? But
why define it at all? Philosophers have
enumerated its qualities, but we are told that not
all dared to define it.
It would be just as daring for a student to attempt to treat beauty from a philosophical point of

is revealed in all natural beauty just as he is revealed in the beatific vision of Dante. The order
and design in the naturally beautiful reflects the
omnipotence of God.
Man created beauty,—painting, sculpture, literature, music, architecture,—all are the best indica-

tion that he is like unto God, that he has a higher

view,—whether it is objective or subjective for in-

faculty called the Soul.

stance. But he is not presuming too much, I| think,
when he attempts to discover the benefits of seeking after beauty in all things.
The beautiful is like anything else that we always
find; it does not always come to us on a silver platter. The man who rushed through the Western
streets shouting “Gold, Gold, Gold,” made quite an
accidental discovery, but those who became rich
afterwards were forced to undergo many hardships.
I sometimes think that there is an almost general

the plays of Shakespeare, the rythmic composition

misunderstanding as to what is beautiful. To some persons, only great. things possess beauty, as the
summer sky, a famous painting, an imposing build-

ing. But he has a well-cultivated sense of beauty who
can find it in the smallest flower as well as in the
most gorgeous hot-house bloom. ‘The opening lines
of a little song we often sang in my early school

of Beethoven, the Parthenon, are the results of a
plan conceived by that artist and put into effect by
his skill.

I wonder if it would not be possible to so diligently seek the beautiful in human conceived art,
as to have the soul of the artist, that is to be able to

plan like the artist and execute those plans like he
did.

For example, Newman was such an ardent

student of Cicero’s style that he became Ciceronian
in his writings. I think that a second Raphael or
another Beethoven might be produced in the same

way. Or is it all psychological, is it all a matter
of repetition? But I do not see the impossibility of
learning an artist’s character by studying his works.

We arrive at a greater and better appreciation of
God by the contemplation of the beauty in the Uni-

verse. The acquirement of religion is not then im-

days ring in my ears.

possible in the seeking out of things beautiful. We
study Moral and Dogma to know duties and truths,
the observance and belief of which is necessary on
our own part. Let us strive to make our souls beau-

“Down in a green and shady bed
A modest violet grew;

Its stock was bent, it hung its head
As if to hide from view.”

tiful as the violet, great though simple, as the Par-

Seek out the secluded green and shady bed of the
violet. Lift its drooping head. Ah! What beauty

you will find there.

The Madonnas of Raphael,

See how perfectly wrought in

it is the design of the master.

A thing is beauti-

ful if it is in keeping with some form.

The violet

then is as truly beautiful as the rose.
One writer has said that the boy who goes trudging along the road has a greater power for the dis-

covery of the beautiful than the educated man.

I[

thenon, strong with nothing unessential.
The second part of the greatest law commands us

to love our neighbor as we love ourselves for the
love of God. And what is charity but a finding in
man of that which is commendable and the igno-

miny of that which is bad? Seek in man one thing
that is beautiful and love him for it, although he
may-have ninety-nine faults. The murderer who
shares his good fare with his fellow. prisoner is to

We, who analyze, dissect

be loved, for there is something of the beautiful in
his soul. The cheating, exacting financier who gives

and argue are so exacting and law-forming that we

the half-frozen newsie a paper to sell over again is

are inclined to be too scientific. If the lad, who in
the botany course tears the flower apart to count
its pistils, stamens and petals has not loftier ideas
concerning the specimen, I think it were better for

to be loved, for he also has at least one beautiful

him to be back in the days when he walked in the

make the seeking out of beauty be the stepping

woods.

stone to our future happiness, thus reversing the
attitude of Shelley.

partly agree with him.

Beauty is the mirror of the Eternal Spirit.

No,

I am not falling into the error of Pantheism.

God

trait.
Some great men, like Shelley, were slaves to
Beauty. We need not be slaves to it, but let us

10
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The Thief of Time
By Gerald $. Shenk
ANY and erratic are the paths of the press
correspondent.
My chance encounter
with the hasheesh eater was the ghastliest experience of my many-colored career.

Two emotions—curiosity and fear—fought for
supremacy in my mind. ‘The former, coupled with
those hypnotic eyes which forebade dissention, conquered my forebodings; I went.

Late one afternoon | was aimlessly roaming the
Chinatown of one of our larger cities in quest of a
feature yarn, when I found myself in the doorway
of a small, oriental restaurant. Feeling the pangs
of hunger—for I had eaten nothing since morning—
I entered.

Grasping me gently but firmly by the arm he lead
me into an adjacent room, cut off from the restaurant, and down a flight of creaking stairs. Parting a pair of heavy curtains at the bottom we passed
into a chamber of inky blackness. With a match

Aiter giving my order to a gaudily robed oriental
I relaxed, and with closed eyes rested my muscles,
which were weary from tramping, enjoying the
comforting fumes of a cigaret. Suddenly I became
aware of another presence in the same room. |
had seen no one upon entering, and did not look
up, but the thought soon became an obsession,
which, when it enters a tired mind, must be satisfied.

light revealed a dismal picture.

Looking up instinctively, | turned my head. My
gaze encountered that of another, who was sitting
at a table nearby, staring intently at me. The man
was short and thin, with multi-wrinkled features,
an aquiline nose, and iron-gray hair. Our gazes
clashed. His eyes were boring points of steel—
black, mocking, lurid pools of seemingly insane derision. They held mine with a fixedness for which
I was unable to account. His whole lineament proclaimed a semi-normal, yet supreme intelligence.

A sort of self-hypnotism overwhelmed me;
brought on, I think, by the incompatibility of my
surroundings combined with the easy mastery of
my mind by the eyes of that strange creature whom
I could barely see before me. A hand on my chest

I wanted to look away, I tried, but could not.
He arose, and moved with the sinuous gracefulness
of some small cat of the jungle over to my table,
where he seated himself, facing me.

near me.

“T am delighted-to see you,” he began in the
monotone of a speaker beginning his harangue.
“You are a journalist, and I have a story for you—
a feature, which will not brook delay in recounting.” His voice belied his appearance.
It was
mildly resonant, and mellow. It was in discord
with the unpressed black suit of ancient cut, with
the dilapidated felt hat, and with the repulsive fea-

he lit a small oil lamp in one corner, and the dim
In the center of the little room stood a small table,
and beside it, a straight chair. In one corner was
a cot, and in the other a tiny cabinet. More than
this, the room was devoid of furniture.
“You are the first white man to enter this room

in forty years,’ spoke the little man.

His voice

held an ominous ring, as he drew out the last two
words.

pushed me gently but firmly downward until I felt
the chair under me.

beside me.

My arm rested on the table

The lamp seemed to move from its

place on the cabinet, and I could see a thin hand
and a bony wrist as it was placed on the table,
Intelligible words emanated from the semi-gloom
in front of me. The man was speaking.
“Do you know who I am?”
I moved, to signify that I had heard, but said

nothing.
“No?

I could not.

evoked sluggishness of thought; this, coupled with

“You should know. You are a newspaper man.
Countless articles have appeared in the press regarding Professor Anjou du Monterey, the great
alchemist of the Middle Ages,—the Methusalahlifed one. My history dates centuries back.” As
my eyes became accustomed to the gloom, I could
see the sardonic smile which rendered his repulsive
features even more ghastly, as he glared at me with

the soothing quality of his voice, which was wont

the heartless leer of taken-for-granted mastery.

to lull one in my condition toward somnolence, forbade speech.
“T must see you in private. The story cannot
wait. And yet you will never use it. Will you

“Ha! You are afraid. You are quaking in your
boots. Your knees are shaking. There’s nothing
to be afraid of—just yet.” ‘The cynical smile became even more pronounced, it seemed to me, with
the glee of something anticipatory.

tures.
I said nothing. The natural tiredness of my body

come?”
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“Two hundred years ago,” continued the voice,

“I was the Sun God of the Hindustani. I first became the explorer of the interior, appointed to the

Indian service by Louis Fourteeth of France.

My

retinue perished, but I survived. My life is eternal.
I then mingled with the Hindustani who, seeing my

white flesh, hailed me as their Sun God.

Through

my prophecies they won all conquests. My hasheesh dreams were the founts of knowledge from
which they drew. One day I took an overdose of
hasheesh, and my body was consumed, but my mind
transplanted in the body of Abduhal Regi, Emperor
of the Hindustani centuries before.
“Into the stolen bodies of countless others have

I fused my powerful mind for centuries, and I still
live—I, the great alchemist Anjou du Monterey,
whom history has it, died centuries ago.
“There, I have told you my story; but you will
never use it.” That evil grin reappeared.

The steel-grey eyes held mine as if in a vise.
seemed rooted to the chair.

function.

I

My brain refused to

Green pin-points of fire flickered before

my eyes. Everything was in a haze, but through
it those awful eyes bored into mine, and that sar-

donic monotone kept on. A hand appeared before
my vision and held near my lips a glass—an ordinary wine tumbler almost filled with a dark, amber

colored liquid.

I exerted all my will power in an

attempt to break away from that awful spell.

to no effect.
I took the glass in a trembling hand.

But

Slowly I

placed it against my lips. Every second was an
eternity, and still those luminous eyes held mine,

forcing me to do as they willed. The liquid touched
my lips. I tilted the glass farther and the potion
trickled down my throat. It was warm and soothing. Immediately my trembling ceased.
I tried to withdraw my eyes but could not move

them from that hypnotic gaze. My blood raced
through my veins like fire. The perspiration stood
in beads on my forehead.

I was in the throes of a

mighty fever but still that dreadful voice came to
me.

It was speaking slower and seemed to come

from a great distance.

Slower and slower became

the sound of that terrible monotone. It faded and
died, and gradually I sank into oblivion. With all
the power of my will I fought to retain my senses.
But with the sureness of death I was surrounded by
a terrifying blackness. The voice seemed farther
and farther away. .

I awoke to find myself in complete blackness.
After a time, when my eyes became accustomed
to the gloom I made out the general appearance of

the room.

It looked to be a magnificent hall of

kingly proportions. The stench, for there was no
ventilation in the room, suggested—something horrible, I know not what.
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Suddenly I was seized with a panic and a longing to get away from this awful room. I seemed

to be lying on a bed. I attempted to raise my arm,
but could not. I could find no bonds on my body.
Sitting there I was immobile, devoid of the power
to move my limbs. I had no control over my muscles. The only part of my body that would answer
to my will was my eyes. Gradually the great

heighth of the room lessened; the walls seemed to
be coming together to crush out my life. I attempted to scream, but even my voice had failed

me, for no sound issued from my lips. ‘To all intents and purposes I was dead, except for my eyes.
Gradually I became aware of another pair of eyes
looking straight at me. Steel-gray eyes that held
me motionless. They came nearer, and I made out
the aquiline nose under them. Curling slightly at
the corners appeared the most wicked mouth I had
ever seen. The lips moved, and I do not remember
hearing a sound, yet I understood what they were
saying:

“An overpowering little drug, eh?

I invented it

to serve my purpose whenever a new life is needed

to help fill in my eternity. You are incapacitated.
I have told you my story but you shall never use it.
Others have helped, and you shall keep me alive

for another forty years. I have waited many hours
for you to regain the use of your mind that I might
tell you that you are dying in a useful cause.

Your

body is to be the skeleton which will house the
powerful brain of Anjou du Monterey, the Methuselah-lifed one.”
With a supreme effort I attempted to pull myself
together. I tried to come out of this hypnotic spell,
but could not. I had never screamed before in my
life, but tried now—I could not.

The face now began to assume more distinct,
more human, proportions, as my mind cleared.

With a mighty effort I attempted to stand up. To
my unbounded surprise and joy, I could move. I
stood up.

With a cry of complete surprise my tor-

mentor staggered back.

“Mon Dieu!” he cried, “I

have waited too long!”
With one leap I was upon this demon, this tormentor of minds. I felt his thin throat between my

fingers.

In a fit of maniacal fury I squeezed and

choked.

His flesh was like jelly in my hands.

Finally I let go, and staggering back, raised my
hand to brush away the red mist that hovered be-

fore my eyes.
It was now day without.

A faint light came

through the one window of the room. I could
plainly see the huddled form on the floor. Anjou
du Monterey would steal no more lives.

He was

dead. I had killed him, I could see it in the glassy
stare of his eyes and in the purpleness of his lips.
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Aimlessly I groped till I felt my hat in my hands.
I made my way blindly through the curtain and up

the stairs.

I saw no one as I staggered through

the restaurant, until I reached the street.
As I stood on the corner waiting for a cab to

appear, | seemed apart from the world. It was
noon, and the usual midday hordes proclaimed to
me that the life of Chinatown was in full blast.
Silent, jostling crowds scurried past, but I could
not join them. A man jostled me and turned to
apologize; he looked into my face and shrank back.
The passers-by looked at me twice, and avoided

me as they would some denizen of the jungle.

Af-

ter what seemed ages of time I reached my home.
I turned the knob on the door, and with unseeing

eyes went to the parlor wher | knew my wife would
be waiting.
She was riding our youngest son on her knees,
and as I looked he slid off and brought up in a
ludicrous position on the floor. twenty-four hours
before I would have smiled, even laughed, but now
the grim lines around my mouth refused to relax
from their iron immobility. I could never smile
again.
My wife looked up and saw me standing in the
doorway. A cloud of apprehension passed over her
usually cheerful features.
“John, what on earth is the matter?”

I made no answer, but turned and weariedly took
off my hat.

“John, my God! your hair is white!”

The Catholic Press
By Henry Bradley
oe growth of the printing industry within
the last century is a source of amazement

tinted with the evil and the Christian spirit was
weakened.

The ecclesiastical authorities endeav-

to those who have not considered the principles underlying this fact. For every one press of
a hundred years ago there are a thousand today.

ored to interest laymen in the project of establishing Catholic papers but the difficulties to be met
with in this work were such as to cause even the

Our grandfathers hadn’t even a suspicion that any-

bravest and most optimistic to hesitate.

thing was lacking in their daily life though they
seldom if ever saw a newspaper. But take away

and going into the work with heart and soul they

the newspaper and magazine from the man of today
and he will feel like a weak and helpless creature,

Yet there were men who did not fear difficulties
laid a solid foundation for a Catholic Press in the
United States. Among these Mr. Nicholas Gonner
is a prominent figure.

isolated from his fellowmen.

He founded the “Daily

in viewpoint of those who edit our papers and mag-

American Tribune” which is the only Catholic daily
in the United States. At first his paper depended

azines.

In the early years of press activity, the

to some extent on charity to help it through difficul-

newspaper was considered a means of publishing

ties. Its struggle for survival was a bitter one, but

This amazing growth is due in part to the change

ones own opinions, and an organ of a political party
or a religious body. But soon men went into the
business of advertising and to get advertisments
they had to build up a large circulation. They
therefore made it their business to please their patrons by giving news and introducing features into
their sheets. To avoid opposition they assumed a
non-commital attitude towards politics and religion.
This indifferentism, regarding two vital points of
the life of society was a great evil. The tendencies
of the people were directed toward material things

and their minds drawn away from the considerations of the real value of human life.

Men began to

think of religion as a thing having little connection
with their lives and society began to forget God.
The need of a Catholic Press to offset this evil in-

Gonner knew how to stick to an enterprise and he

had the satisfaction of seeing the “Tribune” become
a power in the newspaper world.
The outlook for the Catholic Press is very bright.
The foundation has been laid and the work is well
under way. At present there is a Catholic Press
Association which enables editors and newspaper
men to co-operate and to have the strength which
comes from union. The news Bureau of the National Catholic Welfare Council has obviated one of
the greatest obstacles to the success of our press.
Those papers which in the beginning depended
largely upon the generosity of Catholics have in the
majority of cases become self-supporting and pros-

perous. Mediocre publications which did more harm
to the cause than good are dropping out of the field.

fluence was early recognized by bishops, priests,

More Catholic young men are entering the field of

and prominent laymen. Not having papers of their

journalism. All this makes the future of the Cath-

own, Catholics were forced to use those at hand in

olic Press more promising now than it ever was

spite of the real danger lurking in their pages. In
a manner unknown to themselves their ideas were

before.
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The Engineer’s Ideal
By Carl J. Crane

A

» exponents of scientific endeavor how often

and in fine has made the earth a better place to live

do we pause in our daily routine
to wipe

in. He has provided comforts for all humanity that
humanity after awhile loses sight of. He teaches
men how to do things better and provides means for

away the mist that befogs the vision of an
ideal, an ideal that we have enthroned in all the
majesty of past emotions and sentiments; one so
placed that by constant sight thereof we may be

strengthened to pass with upturned eyes, the alluring side roads that lead everywhere except to the
goal of our ambitions. Not often. At least not
frequent enough. Perchance we have placed no
ideal in its entirety and we are oppressed by the

thought that we are not on the highway of worthy
intellectual endeavor. If such is the attitude of our
mind it may be well to consume a few fleeting moments in elevating an ideal which will carry us on

to our goal with the firm conviction that the pursuit of a profession and art bears the criterion of

nobility.
Science has a twofold end for while being an end
in itself it has the value of being the means to other
ends, and considered in this light it is one of the

mightiest tools that carves our civilization.
The engineer besides seeking out the underlying
principles of nature, applies them in behalf of civil-

ization and humanity. He experiences the same
joys that come to the poet and artist from a verse
well sung or a picture worked in colorful array. He
has the added joy of knowing that his labors will
benefit the civilization of his day as likewise the
future posterity. The engineer experiences the twofold joy of knowing and of doing, for while being
a man of science, by constant application of scientific principles he becomes an artist versed in the
art of personal service.
Indeed there can be nothing more noble than to
pry into the secrets of Nature which after all are
the secrets of the Creator which He unfolds to those
who seek them out.
By just perusing the pages of history it can be
seen what benefits to civilization the engineer has

induced. He forced the earth to give up its wealth,
he spanned the rivers, opened up the highways of
intercommunication, broke the spell and terror of
the seas, tore down the barriers of social differences

by altering the geographic conditions, by piercing
the isolated byways with roads and railroads. He
has linked the far West with the East, the frozen

North with the tropical South, the seas of the world
he has joined thereby making the bonds of friendship between men more lasting. This man of science and of labor has drained the swamps, made
arid lands produce by supplying water from distant sources; he has opened the rivers to navigation

the employment of all. It is this personal service
that the engineer holds as an ideal. Is it not a

noble one?
The good engineer must be a man of inflexible
integrity, he must be free from all prejudices, and
a man of strong convictions. He is destined to
guide and to lead. As the engineer deals not only
with the material but with the human element he
necessarily becomes a keen observer of men and

their habits and traits. The engineer deals more intimately with the men under his control than do the
leaders of other professions; he mingles in the normal pulsating life of those about him and by so doing he becomes aware of the likes and dislikes and
social habits of the workers under his guidance. Besides being a builder in stone and steel he, by personal contact, is an example to his fellow men, a
teacher and builder of character.
The nature of the studies of the man of science
naturally train him to follow logically every question that confronts him whether it pertains to his

immediate work or to original problems. The engineer is taught not to be guided by external appearances but to dig deep past the curtain of mere
sense perception and provoking phenomena and

search for the causes, causes that may influence
many by their proper recognition and application.
As considered, the engineer certainly has a host
of lofty and noble ideals for he is, besides a man of

science, an artist and a student of humanity benefiting civilization by his unstinted personal service.
Not without romance and color is his lot as Berton Braley brings out in his poem, “Ships”:
“The stately Spanish Galleons were playthings of
the oceans,

They tossed close reefed and battened when the
tempest showed its force,

But the liner is disdainful of the salt sea’s gusty
‘notions,
And slams along regardless on her predetermined

course
;
She’s the child of skill and science, she’s the human

mind’s defiance
Of the whirlwind and the tempest and the fog and
driving snow;

Clean, serene, superb, gigantic—oh to me_ she’s
more romantic

Than the stately Spanish Galleons that went sailing long ago!”
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Crime and Justice
By Anthony McCarthy
’ MERICA is confronted with an appalling
A

situation.

Crime!

Murder!

Robbery!

‘These are the shibboleths which appear in
every newspaper, journal and magazine published
throughout the country. Day after day, week after
week, month after month glowing accounts of grue-

country.

Murderesses are freed with smiles and

kisses by sentimental juries and would-be judges in
one courtroom, while in another a poor and destitute laborer who steals a loaf of bread for his starv-

ing wife and little ones is sentenced to the “jug”
for a year at hard labor.

Is this American justice?

ceive untold publicity for their cleverness in covering the clues of their crimes and eluding the officers

Justice, whose primary object is to liquidate the
trouble arising from innocence accused, confidence
betrayed, reputations slandered, liberty assailed or
life endangered is utterly rebuffed. The fires of un-

of the law.

some murders, horrible crimes and daring robberies
fill the columns of the daily press.

Murderers re-

Desperate gunmen are lauded to the

wonted commotion and dissention, fanned by the

skies for their expert marksamnship in silencing
the officials who attempt to effect their capture.
Justice, atonement, and punishment are hung in

winds of injustice are quickly spreading over the
entire country. Laws by which we are governed
effect all our interests so intimately and to such a

effigy in the courtrooms of America. ‘lhe law, that
great body of rules and regulations, which by neces-

degree that a single defect from the universality of

sity grows out of man’s social nature, are bent and
twisted into every tangible shape and form, either
for the direct or indirect benefit of the criminal.
The law is as a reed in the desert shaken by the
wind; tossed about on the ocean of crime, so it ap-

pears in America today, never to reach the port of
enforcement.
According to the latest report by the American
Bar Association on the authority of a committee
appointed to investigate the crime wave in America,
some very interesting and striking figures are made

known to the public. The report dating from 1890
until 1921, states that during this period 85,000
American citizens have perished by poison, by the
knife, by the pistol or by mob rule; however, this

report does not include the killing of unnaturalized
foreigners, victims of secret vendettas.

According

to the above figures, one out of every 12,000 people
in America is a murderer, and one out of every
12,000 people in America is a victim of his fellowman.
True, men are responsible for the greater percen-

its operation has swelled into a vast evil; for its
effect in a single instance is multiplied by the crowding millions of our population.

A hasty glance into the decisions of the courts in
the more recent murder cases, especially those of
the weaker sex clearly indicates the far-reaching
effect of a single miscarriage of justice. The case
of Olivia Stone who waylaid her victim in the dead
of night and sent a bullet crashing through his
brain; that of “Peggy” Beal erstwhile nurse who
murdered her lover while asleep; that of Clara
Phillips who killed her victim with a weapon which
dates back as far as “The Old Stone Age,” a hammer. ‘The above victims were not victims of hatred,

but victims of a woman’s spite.

In the latter case

the woman employed a primitive method of murdering, because her wish and will had been crossed;

a method given birth by spite; that vile, polluting
and poisonous spite which flows through a murderesses’ veins like the most penetrating of acids.
The judge whose displeasure it was to sit at the

trial of the “hammer murderess” was unable to
logically link the evidence of the case with that of

tage of the murders and crimes committed in the

the decision until one of the jurors solved the per-

United States during the course of these thirty-one

plexing problem in these few words:
“Her smile made us consider.”
The smile and the charm of a woman had affected

years, but since the world is composed of two sexes,
“namely, men and women, the latter is likewise responsible for the crime wave to a certain extent; in
fact, statistics tend to show to a greater extent within recent years.
.

Congress a short time ago gave to the women of

those men chosen by the state to occupy the high-

est tribunal in the commonwealth. Men whose
sagacious intelligence should not have _ been
deceived by a specious and fallacious argument;

the United States equal suffrage and it must be ad-

whose soundness of reasoning, uprightness of life

mitted woman has at last been elevated to the posi-

and stern integrity should not have been duped.

tion she has long been deprived of since the begin-

Men whose austere unrelenting freedom from bias

ning; yet in view of this she has refused to shoulder

should have forgotten the party concerned, but only
looked to the crime.

an equal burden of obedience to the laws of the
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tion and implore us not to feel secure in our present position, when the civilization of centuries Is
travelling the road which leads to a destruction induced by “nincompoop juries and benignly beaming judges” fearing the “rank breath” of the popu-

law of God as well as that of man; so too, it is the
judge who rightfully imposes punishment. It is
a part of that inward and outward expression not
to commit a felony against the state. This expression is dictated only by the natural impulse of selfpreservation. Thus, the state by instilling a fear

lace. Voices from the tombs of all departed repub-

of the law in the hearts of its citizens by the en-

lics call out to us like a warning sign on the highway of life that if liberty, justice, law and order
are to be maintained, it will be only at the price of
sleepless vigilance.

forcement of capital punishment will be benefited
in a two-fold manner.
First: By rational fear, man will ultimately use
his reason.

The only possible means of ever checking crime

Second: ‘Those who have become the victims of
irrational fears will obey the laws on account of the
fear of capital punishment aided by the sub-conscious mind which exerts a powerful influence over
our conscious thoughts and acts.

The past ages call out to us to realize our situa-

in America today is capital punishment; instilling
into the hearts of those intending to commit murder a fear of the law and its consequences. Plato

once said of fear; and it is as true today as it was
then:
“There are rational fears—and irrational fears.

They mark the difference between a person who its
practically normal and one who is abnormal. An
irrational fear controls reason and exists in spite
of reason. A rational fear is one which is supported
and justified by reason.”
The fear of the law, outwardly and inwardly expresses a knowledge of it. The state represents the

Capital punishment is the greatest enforcement
which the state possesses to punish murderers who
usurp the right of God. As one learned writer so
ably expressed the remedy for crime in these few
words:
“Until a few of the murderesses as well as murderers pay the extreme penalty for their crimes, no
one can tell when the animal thirst for blood will
be slaked, or crime in America cease.”

Noorilhida
By Lawrence J. Tebbe
This night methinks I saw the ghostly flight

“But Noorilhida still lies on the sand!

Of children hungered dead.

The infant’s swollen head

Thin spirits fluttered by, and wry and pinched
Each sunken visage said,

Has closed about the oriental eyes
Deep-sunk, wind-dried and red,

“Across the angry sea there is a hell-land,

To long her bony frame clings to this life!

A black and hollow land

Too slow siroccos blow

Where children cry for bread!

That dry her body dead!

“Across the sands where dusky children played

‘How long, O Fates, shall hunger curse this land!

The ghoulish famine came:

How long dread famine lie

Strong hearts grew weak, the supple child is now
A dying bony frame.
The stinking winds still lurk across the hell-land
Which fire the tortured land
From which we spirits came.

And laughing, see the babe in one short week
Wasting, grow old and die?
Must Noorilhida’s bones bestrew the sands,
Those quiet moonlit sands
Where carrion-vultures fly?”
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avdinine.an the k.O. I. GC.
By Lieut. Floyd Marshall, U. S. A.
66

ILITARISM”’—this is what a youngster
in the Prep department in the University of Dayton termed his examination
in military science and tactics. Evidently this boy
endeavored to express in one word his dislike for

The federal government’s primary object in the
R. O. T. C. is to create a corps of trained officers
who in event of war will be called upon to train and
lead America’s citizen army. ‘The secondary purpose is to train a body of intelligent patriotic non-

the subject he was writing about. The term militarism is used so freely today by those who are

political Americans who by virtue of their mental
and moral standing are superbly qualified to form a
connecting link between the Regular Army and the

opposed to any kind of military training that this
youth probably thinks that he is having Prussianism
crammed down his throat with a pinch of salt.
When it comes to terming what little military
training and-discipline the young man receives in
our high schools and colleges today, someone had
better consult his dictionary. Noah Webster says
that militarism is reliance on military force in administering government. We have a militaristic

state when the civil is made secondary to the military. Who can say that the military predominates
in the peace-loving, democratic America.
Is the system militaristic when military service

on the part of a nation’s citizens, except in times of
national emergency, is voluntary? ‘Training in the
Rk. O. T. C., throughout the United States, cannot
be called compulsory’ service. In the first place, the
students are not in the army. Should some insist
that this training is compulsory their argument is
easily refuted by saying that no regulation requiring
the student to attend the school where three hours’
military training each week is part of the academic

course.
The United States Government spends about
three hundred million dollars a year on its military

establishment.

The object of all this is to win bat-

tles. When assurance is given that America will
never be called upon to protect its national honor

and sacred institutions on the field of battle against
some encroaching militaristic power, military training will stop. But until such an ideal state exists
the government will continue to prepare its youth
for any national emergency which may arise.
Military training is placed on its curriculum by
the University of Dayton for two reasons. In the
first place, this institution feels as if it should do its
part in carrying out the national preparedness pro-

gram. Secondly, this training is given for the benefit of each individual student. The faculty realizes

citizens of the United States. The people of the
United States, through their congress, have decided
upon a small Regular Army which is barely suf-

ficient to form the skeleton for our military machine
which comes into existence when war is imminent

or declared.

As the National Guard is about the

same size of the Regular Army the brunt of fighting
in event of a long war would fall upon the citizen

army which will chiefly in the future, it is hoped,
be officered by Reserve Officers trained in our R. O.

T. C. units.
Military training at the University of Dayton was
started in 1918. Since then the local unit has increased in enrollment each year. As a whole patrons of the school and the student body have given
it excellent support. The faculty has always been
whole-heartedly behind it. There is not a school in
the country where the Regular Army officers detailed as instructors have been given any better co-

operation by the faculty, than at Dayton.

If these

officers were expounding “militarism,” the faculty,
instead of co-operating with them, would drop military training from the college curriculum.
The way military training in schools is looked

upon in other communities is illustrated at Cleveland where thousands of boys are enrolled in R. O.
T. C. units in the high schools. While there are
many citizens at Cleveland who are inclined to misuse the word “militarism” and apply it to the training there, the great majority consider military training as a valuable asset to the community.
Last year the Board of Education of Cleveland
presented a resolution which instructed the superintendent of schools to conduct a survey of military
training to determine the advisability of continuing

or discontinuing the R. O. T. C. units in the city
schools.
The Cleveland Chamber of Commerce,
upon request, appointed a committee to make an

that the drills and calisthenics offered do more to

investigation.

build up the physique of the students than anything

ject most thoroughly and reported in favor of con-

else and that from military training a patriotism

tinuing training.

and a sense of discipline is acquired which remain
with a student throughout life.

‘This committee went into the sub-

In its investigation the committee entertained
arguments for and arguments against military train-
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ing. The chief arguments advanced against the
Rk. O. T. C. were: 1. That eventually a militaristic
class will be created; 2. That a class consciousness
will be created; 3. That the training should be available to all boys of a certain age, whether high school
students or not, or it should be abandoned; 4. That
the military training tends to inculcate in some boys
criminal tendencies; 5. That the boys taking the
training cannot determine for themselves the difference between carrying concealed weapons, which
is prohibited by law, and carrying unconcealed weapons as instructed by the use of rifles for drill pur-

uoses; 6. That better results could be obtained by
devoting the same time and effort to physical train-
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young men the rudiments of military science, so
that if they are called upon to serve in the Nation’s
armed forces, they will be better prepared to meet
this still necessary obligation of citizenship; 2. It
will train young men to be physically fit, develop
poise and promote personal hygiene and healthy
habits; 3. It will inculcate in the boys a love for
country and flag, promote discipline and respect for
law and authority; 4. It will teach co-operation and
leadership; 5. It will teach boys of an impressionable age the true democratic principles of our gov-

ernment and institutions.

.

ing and mass play that is now devoted to military

This committee in its report successfully refuted
all arguments against military training in the Cleveland schools. Reports from Cleveland are that this

training; 7. That foreigners object to compulsory

year the R. O. T. C. unit is more popular than ever.

training, since in many instances they have left their

The War Department announced through the

native countries to escape it; 8. That the parents
of the students object to training.

press recently that it will attempt to enlarge the

The chief arguments found by the committee in
favor- of training were: 1. It will furnish to many

scope of military training in schools and eventually
give training in every school of any size.

Time
By Ades C. Cholley
Brief as are these individual moments. It is by
utilizing them in the most proficient manner that

IME is one of the most intangible realities
we ever experience. Yet we are well acquainted with its concomitant happenings.
We see through loss of time, some golden oppor-.
tunity lost, or through its use, some worthy deed
accomplished.
What a wonderful creation is time. How very
precious it is, and as is the case with all precious
things, there is very little of it, that is, it is of such
short duration. Still it is very common among all
classes of people, and especially college circles to
find men speak very lightly of this paramount consideration. It comes and goes, and they take very

some happy reminiscences that always leave a tinge
of regret behind, or probably, looking backwards
penitently to what might have been. And again,
we find those who anticipate,—they dream about
the romantic future, and all that it may have in
store for them: they trust to the future, that in her
generosity they may do those things that they have

little account of it.

put off through procrastination.

They feel that it is the one

some climb higher up the ladder of success, and
attain the end for which they are striving.
We find some people who continually live in the

past, in a sort of a melancholy state; cherishing

“Let the dead

past bury its dead.” It is a great loss of energy to
waste it in these useless channels. We cannot at-

thing that they abundantly possess, and act as the
present time is but a condition imposed upon them
that they must work out in order to realize a desired goal of the future. Human nature is wonted
to forget that the portion of time which is gone is
no longer ours, and that which is coming does not
belong to us. Then we may rightly say that the

tain anything by living in the past, or anticipating
the future. Forget about what has gone before,
and bother not about the future. Live in the pres-

present moments are all that we can call our own.

do things.

They are of priceless worth, and yet we permit
many to slip by uncared for. It is out of these
fleeting moments that the deeds of our life string

Worthy deeds accomplished in the past are not
enough. We must continue to live and do deeds in
the present. The merit of these deeds does not
pension you before the eyes of the time-keepr of the

is spun. For,
“This day is all that I have as my own
To use well, or waste as I may,

ent time, and at the place you are with all your
energy; with this concentration you will be able to

universe.

If, on the other hand, you have made

mistakes in the past, don’t permit yourself to err in

For I know that the future depends alone

the present by brooding on that which is as much

On the things that I do today.”

beyond your power as though it had happened a
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million years before you.

Turn all the past with

its weaknesses, its wasted opportunities, and its
experiences upon the present, that it may prove of
assistance to you. Do in the way you think best,
the work that is dependent upon you at the moment. Call upon your light of knewledge that you
may do it with the best preparation your thoughts
suggest.

In contemplating the world about us, we find
time an important factor; we see in all material

things of the world a relation to time.

‘The period

of the world’s existence has been determined;
little flower and the tiniest insect have been
counted for; and above all time has been willed
term of our trial, and life upon earth. Hence

the
acthe
the

As the fleeting clouds across the sky; as the persistent course of a river; as an arrow is sent forth
from a bow, such is the duration of time as alotted
to us. Most of us admit this, but when its brevity
is forced upon us, we are prone to offer excuses and
to make good intention for the future, hoping that
there remains a vast treasure of time. But there is
never plenty of time—the only time is now, and the
only chance you have to get anything started 1s
now, for when you do get started it will be some
“now,” some “present time,” that you begin. So
seize the day, and do it now, for the present is all

that we have.

Everybody has a definite amount of

time at his disposal.

This income of twenty-four

reason why each moment should be stamped with

hours a day is constant for all people. Some live
every minute of it in the present, and profit; and to

some virtuous deed.

all others, who do not, it is eternally lost.

The True Recompence
By Paul Fox
HERE comes a time in the life of every indi-

There are certain great laws that guide all human

vidual when he must decide what the character of his “via vitae” shall be. In the
past, a member of society in general, he now must
determine what definite part he is to play in the
gamut of human existence. If his life is worth
while, choose he must; and it behooves us to con-

life. These laws need no promulgation for they are
natural to all men and man feels in conscience

sider what criterion of judgment should be used.

deed, the youth, innocent of the baleful ideas on
labor disseminated by unsatisfied elders, really feels
that he must “multiply his talents’ and he looks
askance at the able man who “loafs” while his fellowmen labor. Were it not for the bad examples
set him he would follow his conscience and not
only feel the necessity of work but also see its true
dignity. . However hard and dirty the task, it is no
disgrace to perform it; instead the opposite is true
as Henry Ward Beecher so ably replied to the
young man who wanted a “soft berth.”
“You cannot be an editor; do not try the law; let
alone all ships and merchandise; abhor politics;
don’t practice medicine; be not a farmer or a soldier or a sailor; don’t study, don’t think—none of
those are easy. O, my son, you have come into a
hard world. I know of only one easy place in it
and that is the grave.”
‘To some people, leisure and pleasure are synonymous. Their synonymous significance can never

The thoughtful mind will ponder long over the
various phases of life that present themselves to
him. It is then that only too often the false beauty
and the fickle praises which adorn his buoyant
vision obscure the real nature of the task before
him. When from the labyrinth of roads that make

up the professions of life, the neophyte can discern
the one that suits his tread best, he is fortunate indeed. The appeal of one conflicts with the appeal
of another entirely different in character, and the
chooser is brought to the parting ways where he
must decide and where ponderous thought may aid
his choice little more than would the toss of a coin.
Many men graduating from college today are absolutely puzzled as to their future work. Shall we
say that they are less logical, less thoughtful than
those who had already decided their profession in
their first year of college life? No. All we can say
is that, though somewhat perplexed, they have the

bound to obey them unless by constant indolence
he has shrunken his sense of duty. The one is that
he must perform some work, that he must do some-

thing to make human life happier and nobler.

In-

advantage of an unprejudiced college course to aid

supply the human heart with the piquant satisfac-

them in their choice (probably a good one) and

tion which the love of labor gave to the builders of

moulded a college course about it.

It is the oft

the early cathedrals and which just a favored few

repeated conflict between generalization and _ spe-

today possess. Until men again learn to labor for
the love of it, they must be content to live in a

cialization and it seems as if the advantage lies logically with the former.

pleasure world that has very definite limitations.
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This man who believes that he ought never to give
more time nor energy than he is paid for has not
the spirit that will bring him the greatest recompense: he is not the substance of which genius is
made and because of prejudice in his favor he is
always liable to do too little rather than too much.
The modern idea of getting as much out of the
world and putting in as little as possible, is not conducive to masterly labor and leads to a dissatisfied
mind. It is a law inflexible as steel that true enjoyment comes from sacrifice and from nothing else.
No man who leaves the world poorer because of him
having lived in it has found any high degree of satisfaction. He has been a robber, and nature is a
very precise nemesis: she exacts in dissatisfaction
what her son refused to give her in labor.

I feel safe in saying that few men who do not
like their work or at least feel a certain pride in it
will ever make good. However lucrative the task
of the unsatisfied may be he is missing the greatest
compensation which labor can give—the wholesome thought that he is doing a real service to
mankind. Philosophy exists not so much to be
studied in the classroom as to be applied in the life
work of every individual. Only the man who feels
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that he is nobly fulfilling the purpose for which he
was created, by toiling in the fields, in the factory or
in the office, can receive the true compensation that
comes from labor.
The English essayist, Carlyle, always took great
interest in the laboring classes. While visiting in
Germany he watched some workers in iron at their

daily task.

Stripped to the waist, sweat rolling

from the gnarled knots of muscles, these swarthy
smiths sang at their labor day after day. The heat
of the forges, the stings of flying sparks, the fatigue
of long hours—all were ignored by these happy
men. Their homes may have been simple, their
evenings tiresome, their poverty depressing, but

when they entered the shop all worries were forgotten in the ring of the hammers and the roar of

the forges.

In them, Carlyle saw men blessed by

their work and they were proud of their products.

Truly they were the best: smiths in Germany and
each shoe they made was the best that had ever

been shaped by a hammer. Little wonder, then,
that this morose critic burst forth in the line,
“Give us, O give us the man who sings at his
work.”

Books, Old and New.
Lawrence J. Tebbe
L is said that Solomon in his day had a grasp on
all the then available knowledge. Even in the
days of the Caesars, this unique accomplish-

No one who ever really understood Catholic philosophy doubted but what it truly outlines the relationship of man to God and man to man. The ques-

ment was not deemed impossible: but today, what

So today, a man may read and get a good education,

tion of the ages, however, has been to make men
understand just that. Quite naturally the task lays
in the hands of Catholic teachers and writers and
we may gladly say that they have done right well.

or a man may read, and cast his precious hours to

To bring philosophy from the realms of the specu-

the wind.

lative into the practical; to draw modern applications from time-tested laws of humanity ;—this has

a mighty avalanche of human thought has been recorded since John Gutenberg’s famous invention!

The difference lies in his choice.

We

can only expect to read a small fraction of all the
good that has been printed, and each day that fraction is becoming smaller. So, to read a poor book

‘minds.

is not only a crime in that we derive no benefits, but
far more so because it is depriving us of time in

American workers, “Work, Wealth and Wages,” by

which we could be imbibing the great and wholesome thoughts that noble souls have left to posterity.
Many a great thought is buried in library dust

almost as permanently as the author’s body is covered by the dust of the grave. So, in order to preserve new books from this dread canopy of dust,

been the task that has pleased many altruistic
Of the recent books brought before the minds of
Father Joseph Husslein, S. J., Ph. D., is certainly
worthy of mention. To the pleasure that comes
from lucid* style is added the conviction that
comes from flawless logic. Purged from all heavy

economic nomenclature, the naked facts are presented to the reader that he may see without diffi-

let us carry their messages to the hearts of men that

culty. The book is free from radical tendencies,
and the reader feels all along that the author takes

they may live in their works.

a piquant delight in attempting to settle any indus-
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‘The eternal questions of strikes,

unions, rights, et cetera, are handled with a fresh-

ness and vigor that betrays a vivacious interest in

his brother workers.
“Work, Wealth and Wages” is just the book that
the discontented world of today needs. The radical’s cry of “down with the bosses” and the employer’s dictum of “skin the laborer” are both equal-

ly poisonous; nothing can be gained by such measures. Employer and employee, knowing that the
one cannot exist without the other, must act their
parts as brothers, and co-operate for their mutual

benefit. Where men are considered, charity cannot
be omitted, for without it all words are like those
of “sounding brass and tinkling cymbals.”

love of God and of man,” so, de la Martine portrays
the inner lives of the poor fishermen who lived their
lives, with a great faith in God which comes from

daily guidance over the fickle waves.
The tale of these children of the deep, stands in
wholesome contrast to the modern novel. The author brings out the true and refreshing beauty of
the commonplace, not only in simple scenes, but in
simple lives.
In this age of rush and worry, the age of “nerves,”
it is healthy to recall that men can live serenely,
and still live well. Our modern “best sellers” are

only too much the result of the nervousness of the
times; the product of an age that cares more for the

no one to recommend them, and a book in itself is

pleasure of excitement than that of beautiful
thought. And therein lies the dissatisfaction of the
age: men do not care to believe the inexorable truth,
that satisfaction lies not in indulgence, but in restraint. Some day, however, the tides will turn.
Human thought goes in cycles, and when the revulsion to classicism comes, novels like “Grazillia”
will entertain the mind and heart as few others had
done in the past.

a very silent object unless, perhaps, it has flaring
red covers. Of the modest volumes thus sealed in

The very word “novel” rather infers that they become outgrown, and should be fashionably forgot-

dust, the little romance of “Grazillia’” has its seal

ten. But we have retained many novels from past
ages, not because they are novels, and still appeal
as such, but because (may I say, these “senexes”

“Work, Wealth and Wages” by Father Joseph
Husslein, S. J., Chicago: Matre & Co., 1922, 25c
and 75c.
A Dust-Covered Soul.
According to the notes of an interested librarian
there remain on the shelves many good books simply

because, so to say, they never “got a start”; they had

the most intact. In some of the largest libraries
this book has only been read once or twice a year.
It is a story of Italian love, written by Alphonse de
la Martine. It is to Italy what Longfellow’s Evangeline is to America. Told in the first person, the
tale bears the zest and character of the man who
went through all the romantic scenes himself.
Just as Evangeline depicts the simple, peaceful
lives of the farmers of Grand Pré, dwelling “in the

are the never-changing true story of the human
heart, woven by a master artist. A monetary age
like the present, could hardly expect to rear novel-

ists who would write for the sake of beauty and art
at a sacrifice of gold. We may be thankful, indeed,
that the thought of a better age lies waiting to
please the lovers of real beauty.
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Easter Greetings We have sorrowed that we may

rejoice. The doleful season of
penance in which we turn our thoughts inward and
weep for our sins leads us to a glorious fruition,—
the Resurrection.

Out of the black night of bitter

trials and a bloody cross, the Savior comes with

the exuberance of victory: the breaking dawn
brings forth a full-blown rose.
The Savior is risen. Glad bells peal forth and
pious hearts sing praises to God. “Allelulia! Allelulia”! bursts the joyous strain from a world freed
from the shackles of sin. What heart is so ungrate-

ful as not to give thanks to God; what soul is so
atrophied as to be immune to the sanctifying graces
renewed at Easter; what mind is so blind as not to

of Dayton one of its most illustrious citizens. Mr.
McMahon was a member of that staunch middle
class of people who make up the backbone of our
country’s

character.

Known

to

national

fame,

his name is indelibly stamped in the hearts of all
who knew him. He spent his life in the legal profession and by ever striving to uphold the standards
of justice, he has built a remembrance of quality
as well as quantity.

But Fortune dealt kindly with Mr. McMahon and
gave him the long life of ninety years.

He gained

much prominence in the seventies when he served
three terms in the House of Representatives. Outside of this he never devoted himself to politics but
quietly served the people in his legal capacity. The .

respond as did the doubting Thomas, “My Lord

noble profession of law has lost a worthy champion

and my God.”

and mankind a great character.

The miracle is the bulwark of

Christian faith and the crushing juggernaut to the
sleeking infidel.
May Easter morn

descend upon

you,

gentle

reader, with the fulness of its glorious significance.
In the name of the University of Dayton, the Expo-

nent extends to all the most sincere wishes for a
happy Easter.
tak
A True Citizen

E75:
Without Labor

‘The education, moral and intel-

There Is No
Excellence.

lectual, of every individual, must
be chiefly his own work. Rely

upon it that the ancients were
right; both in morals and intellect we give the final

With the passing of Mr. John A.

shape to our characters, and thus become emphatically the architects of our own fortunes. How else
could it happen, that young men who have had pre-

McMahon on

cisely the same opportunities, should be so diverse

March the ninth,

the country lost one of her noblest sons and the city

in ability and rush to such opposite destinities?

Ze
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Difference of natural talent will not solve it, be-

cause that difference is very often in favor of the
disappointed candidate.

You will see issuing from

the walls of the same college, nay, sometimes from
the bosom of the same family, two young men of

whon?r one will be admitted to the society of geniuses, while the other scarcely rises above the point
of mediocrity; and then you may see the genius
sinking, and ending in poverty, obscurity, and
wretchedness, while on the other hand, you will observe the mediocre brother plodding his slow but
sure way up the hill of prosperity, gaining steadfast
footing at every step, and mounting at least to em1-

nence and distinction,—an honor to his family, a
blessing to his country.
Now whose work is this?

Manifestly, their own.

They are the architects of their respective fortunes.
The best seminary of learning that can open its
portals to you can do no more than to afford you
the opportunity of instruction: it must depend on
yourselves whether or not you will be instructed,
and to what good you will apply your knowledge.

regalia without the aid of Jew, Catholic, Negro, and
alien labor.
Up to the present time, subjects of the Empire
have made themselves notorious by their importune
meddling in others’ business, by their customary
hooded mob attacks on their peaceful neighbors,
and by other acts which hardly justify the title of
hundred per cent American. We sincerely hope

that henceforth they will live rigorous klankraft
and let the rest of the world live in peace.

They

will soon be tired of allegiance to false principles,
and will notice that America can do much better

without them. Catholics, Jews, and Negroes, with
the rest of our country’s common-sense citizenship
will show them what it means to be a true, loyal,

genuine and patriotic “hundred per cent American.”
PROB.
A Thought

They went out into the wide,

wide world and filled their eyes
with pleasant sights, and gorged themselves in the

sty of Epicurious; and having enjoyed all they

And of this be assured: experience shows there is

came back with doleful hearts,—unsatisfied.

no excellence without labor. This is the fiat of fate
from which no power can absolve you.
Talent without labor accomplishes nothing. It is

is the history of all who have tried to satisfy their
natural cravings for happiness with the things of
this world.
“T have sought for rest everywhere, but I have
found it nowhere, except in a little corner, with a
little book,” exclaimed Thomas a Kempis, the holy
monk in the quiet abbey at Zwoll. It is the wisdom
of age,—the fruition of experience.
In the buoyancy of youth we plunge into the sea
of human activity in quest of enjoyment. We dart
and splash through the waves of society and bask

like the poor moth that flutters arounda candle till
it scorches itself to death.

If great talent be desir-

able at all, it is only of that magnanimous kind
which, like the condor of South America, pitches
from the summit of Chimborazo, above the clouds,

and sustains itself at will in that empyrean without
effort. Such gifts are rare, and for the average mortal there is no such sure guarantee for success as
that offered by diligent labor. It is the vigorous

power for profound and patient investigation, the
mental acuteness which comes from steady application which generally shall:
“Pluck bright honor from the pale-faced moon,

Or dive into the bottom of the deep,
. And drag up drowned honor by the locks.”

This

in our animal glee. But what queer after-effects!
Faint chills, tired eyes, and a heavy conscience, and
then after we have considered all_—comes wisdom.

When the follies of society, the perfidy of politics, the ficklensss of friends stand before us, with

great Ecclesiastes we exclaim, “I have seen all things
that are done under the sun, and behold all is van-

lanta announce a new country-

ity and vexation of spirit.” And we sit between
the narrow walls of our room and brood in solitude.
Then lo! the walls fade away and we are free.
High beyond the etherial blue and down beneath

wide policy to be adopted by all the faithful and

the nadir of the mundus I soar with the heavenly

HS ALD:
Klankraft

Recent news dispatches from At-

loyal members of the K. K. K. The resolution asks

seraphs.

all “hundred per cent Americans’ to limit their
business relations to fellow clansmen; to associate
with clansmen, in others words, to live klankraft.
We see that the Invisible Empire itself offers the

and quick my transition; from stars to sea, from

best solution to the problem which their relation
towards the rest of American citizenship has
caused. ‘This laudible scheme will be absolutely
satisfactory to all if the clan could manufacture and
transport enough pillow-slips and other ghost-scene

Boundless is my world, free my actions

shaded valleys to painted cities or purling brooks,
—all in a moment.

A door slams. I am back to this turbulent earth
and must deal with society again. But for pleasure
I must return to my room and exclaim, “O solitude,

who alone can please, lift me again from the eternal

vexations of men, their vanity, and folly, and pride!”
25,
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May we say that the world is as
fickle as the individuals who compose it? Or are we personal eccentricities lost when we consider the group? However, we speak of “the world” as though it were an
individual, and as such we speak of its needs, its
aspirations, its desires, its affections and its hopes.
And in our reconsideration let us be optomistic:
let us say that at heart the world is, and is naturally,
inclined toward good.

What the
World Wants?

Watch Your
Words

.
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At no time is it prudent to create
other than a good impression.

‘Therefore, we may easily perceive.
the necessity of guarding our utterances and carefully perusing our recorded ideas, before submitting
them to our companions for analysis. Avs regards
the conveyance of our ideas, let us recall the fact
that all other things being equal, we are the more
impressed by the better manner of transmitting

thoughts.

The world really wants to progress, morally, re-

Carlyle once said that every word uttered is a

ligiously and industrially; and this demands lead-

seed cast into ‘Time, which grows through all eternity. All, even the idlest, are recorded by the omni-

ership. There was never a greater need of leaders
than at present—men who are cool, firm, religious

and tolerant: men who are not afraid to face the
world and command it to follow the true course:
men who inspire others to greater and nobler deeds,

but most of all men filled with a deep, religious feeling toward God, and with a great love for their

scient God on leaves of steel. Consequently, it is
to our interest that we shall at all times be cognizant to the highest possible degree of the character
of our words.
The following lines by Charles Mackay will illustrate the potent power of words to advantage:

country. This, I say, is one of the greatest needs
at present, because this world of ours is judged by
the great strife and trouble of the last few years,
and must have some great antidote to work against

“A nameless man amid the crowd

That thronged the daily mart,
Let fall a word of hope and love
Unstudied from the heart.
A whisper on the tumult thrown
A transitory breath;
It raised a brother from the dust,
It saved a soul from death.
O word! O germ! O fount of love,
O thought at random cast,
Thou wert but little at the first
But mighty at the last.”
H. M.

the present scourges of mankind, namely “Materialism” and “Socialism.” These radical doctrines
have their root far back in history. Man, through
instinct, has always wanted untrammeled freedom
of action. Now we are reaping the seeds of un-

tamed license.

We have a state law in Oregon

which will close all private schools there, an un-

patriotic and unconstitutional act arising from the
narrow minds of some few, who enjoy in it an outlet for their anti-Catholic bigotry. Shall leaders be
wanting to show that this outrage is against the
welfare of society?
Thus we find that the actual wants of the world

College
Expansion

have often been perverted by minority propaganda.

Our own prohibition law and its evident failure are
the ridiculous results of attempting to force the
majority to reform. Instead of purging our country of intoxicating liquor and the crimes which result from its abuse, it has made law-breaking quite
fashionable. One undesirable law tends to make all
laws undesired, and the increased volume of busi-

ness for our police courts tells the sad result of the
Eighteenth Amendment.
Yes, the world wants leaders, and she wants them
badly. The moment demands men who are not
afraid of tradition, sentiment or slander but who

will follow the dictates of reason for the good of all
concerned. Hard as it is these days to be free from
the influence of particular interests, the demand for

the unprejudiced mind is ail the greater.

So not

until capable and fearless leaders appear need we

expect that the world, while desiring what is good,
shall actually understand what is best.

M. J. M.

tion.

During the last few years the
American people have recognized
the advantages of college educa-

As a result our schools have been over-

crowded and the roll calls are being constantly

lengthened. The problem remains, what shall be
done that the colleges can best serve the people?
The opinions of educators differ. Yet their considerations lay along one of two solutions: either
to enlarge the institutions of learning, or to restrict
the number of students.
In the first place it is argued, expansion must
be continued in order to provide facilities for all
those who desire instruction. Others claim that
only restriction can instill and preserve intellectual
vigor.

Although these arguments are true in themselves, neither one will alone solve the difficulty.

The joint application of both is necessary to bring
about the desired outcome. ‘Especially can this be
realized when we dwell upon the interpretation of
“college education.”

In modern times it has come

to signify specialization almost exclusively.
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Herein lies the defect.

The World war and the

peace councils are crying examples of the lack of
“humanitas” and a relatively overdeveloped material progress. Moreover the country is crowded
with professional men. Hence, to increase the
number of mere specialists is an economic folly.
Nor can it be said that restriction will “serve the
people best.” Experience proves that the brilliant
students seldom become the most successful men in
public life.

Catholic
Press Month

The month of March is specially
noted as Catholic Press Month.

To all those who assist in the
work of the Catholic Press, the Pope sends his special blessings, as stated in his cablegram to the

Episcopal Chairman of the N. C. W. C.

It reads

as follows:
Rome, Feb. 16, 1923.
Monsignor Walsh, Bishop of Portland,
1312 Massachusetts Ave., Washington, D. C.

Admitting the evils of over-specialization, and

Holy Father most gratified, congratulates the

the idea of schools for the people, not people for
the schools, there remains but one conclusion.
Unite the plans in the right proportion. Let the

hierarchy and editors of Catholic Press for devoting month to diffuse among people knowledge of
life and spirit of St. Francis de Sales recently declared patron of the Press. His Holiness augurs a
still greater success to the Press in its. endeavors
for faith and fatherland. He willingly accords a
special blessing to the editors of each paper and
apostolic benediction to all supporters of the Catholic Press in the United States.
Card. Gasparri.

opportunities for intellectual advancement be expanded for the general education of all. On the
other hand, be more rigid in the requirement of liberal studies before allowing the pursuit of any particular material prosperity.

J. B. W.

In St. Francis de Sales as patron of the Press all
modern writers have an exemplary model. Never
sacrificing truth to beauty, he was the champion of
the exact and simple word.
Oc A.

The Fifth Japanese Scholarship
Cash on hand February 1, 1923 ......... $1,725.40

cis

Beierle,

Edward

Flottman,

Edward

Bartlett, George Hille, F. Scherer, Charles
Recent Contributions

Holy Redeemer High School, Detroit,

Roth, E. Rinsehler, Peter Palazzole, V.
Brinker, Clifford Reifenberg, Charles Mc-

Mich., per Bro. Francis O’Reilly, $9.25; St.

Cabe, Clifford Henzerling, D. Sullivan, A.

Barbara’s School, Brooklyn, N. Y., per Bro.

Sander, John Callahan, R. Fischer, G. W.

John Hall, $5.00; Joseph and Regis Vetter
of St. Michael’s School, Pittsburgh, Pa.,

Spille, E. Diennan, Joseph Moser, Freder-

per Bro. James Yack, $25.00; Holy Trinity
High School, Brooklyn, N. Y., $30.00, and
Most Holy Trinity Parish School, $15.00,

ick E. Luebbe, R. Timon, C. Boebinger,
Anthony Condon, G. Sterman, Albert J.
Garrigan, Malachy D’Arcy, Louis Ogden,
Paul Klein, Lawrence FE. Herbert, Paul

per Bro. William Dapper; St. Xavier’s

Niehaus, James Hunt, Mrs. William Mona-

School, Cincinnati, Ohio, $10.00, and $1.00

han, Mrs. John Bain. From the University

from each of the following through the
students of St. Xavier’s School, Cincinnati,
Ohio, per Bro. Andrew Schratz: E. Pulsfort, C. Laemmle, Wm. Jacobs, John Fenton, Frederick Arnold, John Brinker, A.

of Dayton: Second High C: Harry Kelly,
$1.00; Second High-D: Howard Maley,
$1.00; William Hark, $1.00; Paul Frisz,

Bresnen, John Flynn, John Nolan, Carl

Bruening, Louis Blom, L. Eveslage, J.
Robert

Loebker,

R.

Rotzinger,

20c; a Friend, $1.00; Third High Commercial: Francis Halloran, $1.00: Matthew
Marzluft, $1.00; John Cotter, $1.00; Anthony Reiter, $1.00; William Stovering, $1.00.. .153.45

Michael

Moran, Harry Lang, James Corbett, Fran-

Total cash on hand March 1, 1923........ $1,878.85
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Exchanges
By George Marie
‘The Ariston has an unde-

sion that has been so often expressed in the follow-

niable claim of being literary in all of its
departments, and it maintains this literary

ing sentence, “A man is as old as he feels.
Alvernia: ‘he contents of the February number
of the Alvernia are characterized by their editorial
pithiness. ‘They are universally flavored with originality of thought and boldness of expression.

elas ARISTON:

poise in both poetry and prose.

There is one gen-

eral tone pervading most of the articles in the winter number. Most of them, by way of literary studies and criticisms deal with the influence of nature

in determining the character of man. In “Maria
Chapdelaine” the critic calls attention to the har-

“Esse Melior’ ably denounces those reformers who

are attempting to force others by “mere legal enactment” to change, or perhaps more specifically, to

mony that exists between the characters of the story

warp their convictions into accordance with their

and their respective environments. Those from the

own.

forest “bear the touch of nature’s wildness,’ whilst

action, and concludes that “It will be less necessary

he who comes from the states has the suavity of

to regulate the conduct of men, the more they are

‘The author points out the danger of such

voice and gesture that is well in keeping with his

enabled to resolve to better conduct themselves.”

surroundings.

‘The editorials of this same number present a pleas-

Again in “An Iceland Fisherman,” this same idea
is developed. ‘This story is in the sea that has a
grappling influence over the principal character.
He was just like the sea—calm and serene at times

—then furious when aroused to anger.

Both of

these studies show that the critics have not failed
to grasp that subtle something of a novel, that
makes the characters real men and real women,—
sentient beings influenced to action by objects of
the external world.

The Abbey Student: No title could be more befitting the poem than “Melodies.” Nature is the inspiration of this poet. He finds that the song of
the breeze as is rustles through the forest, the purling of the brook, the chirp of the chipmunk, and
even the “tapping tune” of the raindrops are the inimitable melodies of God—melodies, that he has al-

most succeeded in bringing into his poem by the
use of words and rhythm descriptive of the songs

he adimres.
“God’s Hour” is another poem breathing true
poetic fervor. We have all been thrilled, or more
truthfully, awed, bythe stillness of twilight, but
few of us have ever so adequately translated our
feelings to a written page, as does this poet when
he says:

“For its heaven on earth at twilight,
And God seems nearer then.”

From thoughts the most sublime, we pass to
those which are most commonplace. “Hairpins” is
a humorous historical sketch of the role of the hair-

ing variety in both subject matter and in treatment.

They give unbiased consideration to some of the
most important topics of the day, and the side they

uphold is undoubtedly the right one,—the one to
which all impartial study will lead.
Sigma: With every Sigma that reaches our desk
there comes a reassurance that there is a great deal

of truth in the old adage: “Good things come in
small packages.” We have noted many things in
the Sigma that are refreshing in their originality.
The titles of the various departments are very apt,
whilst the maxims and proverbs on each page

greatly enhance the value of this welcomed magazine. “Danton the Thunderer” in the February
number, is a particularly vivid description one of the

most dynamic characters of history, and the influence which he exercised during his political career.
The appreciation of Longfellow in this same number is a faithful sketch of the life of this beloved
poet.

It treats briefly and yet comprehensively of

the life of this great author.
Viatorian: There is never anything disappointing in the literary standard of the Viatorian. We
think that the study of “Henrick Ibsen” in the mid-

year number is one of the best articles that has appeared in this magazine for some time. It shows a
depth of research anda clarity of exposition that is
seldom to be found in disquisitions of this kind.

The objectional features of Ibsen’s works are admirably set forth, and may, summarily, be stated in

The article is very humor-

two lines of the author of this study:
“His, (Ibsen’s) system is moral anarchy,” and

ously concluded. We commend the writer on his
ability to make such an article with such a spiritless subject.

“His scheme is revolutionary aristocracy.”
“Valentine Greetings” is a story with delightful
interspersions of pathos and humor. The pathos is

pin and its antiquity.

?

“When Is a Man Grownup,” is a dissertation on

old age.

The writer ultimately reaches the conclu-

handled in a manner suggestive of that which is
found in “L’Abbe Constantin.”
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We wish to compliment the editors of those magazines which have been prompt in their appearance;
we have noticed with equal concern that we have
on our exchangelist: several delinquents. We trust
that these will soon take greater interest in forwarding their magazines. We gratefully acknow-

ledge the receipt of the Abbey Student, Alvernia,
Argus, Ariston, Canisius Monthly, College Spokesman, Duquesne Monthly, Sigma, St. Vincents, Notre Dame Scholastic, College Journal, Mountaineer,
Viatorian, Victorian, Boston College Stylus, Loyola
Quarterly and D’Youville.

Alumni Notes
By P. A. Klass and C. P. Murray
Al has the distinction of returning the first questionnaire. Your
letter was just like your feet, Ohio State
fellow
sophomortal — immense,
simply.
imwiense > You say «that. “if Caesar had no
warts Dublin would still be in the hands of
the Hebrews, and if Sir Walter Raleigh had let his
hair grow he would have used all the hair tonic and
the queen would never have become intoxicated and
as a result thereof Dr. John Smith, the eminent
hod-carrier of North Bazumagukus, would now be
giving free razor strops to all new-born babes,” but
you modestly fail to state why you have been appointed Truant Officer of the International Correspondence School as recorded in the Sun Dial. Furthermore you say that your pet aversion is golf yet
the last time we saw you you had golf stockings on.
Al Zettler, ’21

Dear Alumni:

According to a current scientific periodical Edou-

ard Belin, a distinguished French scientiest announces that he is about to perfect a machine that

will annihilate space and will do for the eye what
the radio is doing for the ear.

will be for Alumni Editors.

What a boon this

But, alas, until such a

television dream is fully realized we have to resort
to such crude and artificial methods as questionnaires. And we are pleased to think that our work
has aroused at least a small amount of interest.
We have but three supplementary remarks to add:

1. Put down your name and nickname.’

The

mimeographer unfortunately omitted this.

2. Give the year of your arrival and the year of
departure and not merely the number of years.
3. If possible send us a recent photograph.
Yours till the Panama Canal bobs its Locks,

The Alumni Editors.

We distinctly counted eighteen holes in them. Yet
withal we are mighty proud of you, Al, and hope
that you will build a happy home on one of those

SOEs:<

C. Hughes, ’21

NEWS FROM THE PROVINCES
Clarence is demonstrating his perHe was a star on last year’s football team and is
suasive powers in the Field of
very popular socially, psychologically, artistically,
Salesmanship. He is the crack
and archaeologically. Continue the good work,

salesman for a local agency and sells Fords and

Chuck.

Lincolns, especially Lincolns. Clarence lives at 617
E. Second Street. May his line wax stronger and

jewel in the diadem of a real success.
109 South Clark Street.

Perseverance is a rare but indispensable

Lives at

stronger.

Rev. Aloysius M. From time to time we have reLeslie Signom, ’20 This denizen of Stanley Avenue

Gerdes, ’76

we are told but lately returned
from a trip to friends in the East to resume his clerical position in the American Rolling Mills. We're

sacred ministry is about to be realized.

yours till the pepper earns its salt, Leslie.

God.

corded the activities of this zealous and indefatigable Priest of

The dream of his thirty-six years in the
Due to the

untiring efforts of this venerable pastor of St.
John’s, a new $100,000 church will soon rear its

R. Gingerich, ’20 Roy is at present enrolled at the
School of Applied Chiropody,
Chicago, Illinois.

Best wishes from your Alma

Mater and Alumni Hall.
604 East Fourth Street.

Roy’s home address is

flaunting columns to the sapphire sky. Congratulations, Father. It is our sincere wish that heaven
may continue to shower upon you the choicest
tokens of its beneficence.

Bill is happily married and man-

C. Sullivan, ’20

Charles is going to school in Mid-—

Bill Kingseed,’10 ages a thriving farm near Sidney.

dletown this year and from all

Our estimate of the farmers went

accounts is rendering a good account of himself.

up fifty per cent ever since reading the other day
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that Abraham Lincoln wore suspenders.

But sus-

penders or no suspenders you’re always as welcome
as a check from home, Bill.
Robt. Eshman,.’18 Since obtaining his law degree at
St. Xavier’s, our sagacious friend
has been developing his astuteness and logical faculties in his father’s law offices. We wish him a
speedy and triumphant career at the bar and hope

that he will blaze his name with the fires of Truth,
Kindliness and Service across the city, state and
nation.
Paul Sherman ’!6 When Paul is not pressing bricks
for the government he is humming things and making things hum at the Philip
Smith Foundry. We had a good joke to tell you
about Paul’s nose but it’s too long to pull.

Joseph A.

~ Eureka!

At last we have definitely
located
an alumnus who
McDonald, ’21
“knows his oats.” He is Joseph
A. McDonald of Washington Court House, Ohio,
and if a grain dealer does not “know his oats”
whom may we ask, does? We are pleased to note
the faith and interest that he still retains in his
Alma Mater and thank him sincerely for his kind
remarks about the Exponent. We reciprocate his
good wishes a hundredfold.
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inspiration for premature Spring Poets. But this
class-work must be in by a specified date. B-r-r-r.”
And the strains of “In the Springtime, in the ringtime” froze upon the blizzardy air.
Ye interviewer, barely able to conceal his amazement at the sight of that rara avis, an industrious
Freshman, hastened to comply by closing the window and opening his business, “Pardon this interruption but you are the only person that we know
who can satisfactorily furnish some very pertinent

information. Ye Searcher after the Truth wants all
the information that you are capable of supplying

about your brothers who attended school here.
Come across “Beaner.” Chattanooga may mean
“crow’s nest” but the enrollment of five brothers
also gives us something to “crow about.” At this
juncture Y. I’s eyes strayed to the mass of scrawled
sheets with which the desk was littered and he succeeded in deciphering, “Sprink is came to Miami
Valley.”

Spring is here
But where’s the beer?
The flowers bloom

On King Tut’s tomb.
And the stinkweeds smell
Like Dante’s—lInferno.

Carl Mueller, ’21

Carl is busy manufacturing and
marketing his dad’s ingenious invention, a special patented device for bracing and
strengthening railroad tracks. There is no Mueller family in the whole world that we prize as highly as that of Carl’s, and we wish ‘it all the prosperity and happiness that it so justly deserves.
R. G. Schneble, ’88 We wondered why Tom ‘Bliley

A. Schneble,’96 —s returned so frequently on Sunday night with such a satisfied
grin on his face. ‘I‘om satiated our curiosity by telling us that he had dined at his uncle’s, and we eagerly welcomed the opportunity to acquire some reliable information about these two stalwart and
beneficent sons of the U. of D. Rudolph has retired
from active business participation and spends his
spare time teaching the children drawing at the
Community Orphanage. Anthony holds a responsible position in the toolroom of the Delco Light

The blithe bird hops
In spite of cops.

Before he could read further, “Beans” spoke,
“Brothers? Sure four of them went to school here.
Four of the brightest tie-borrowers that were ever

educated on Wall Mottoes,—Will, ’06; Joe, °10;
George, 712, and Frank, 17. All are at present gracing the Mahoney homestead at Chattanooga, Tenn.,
where Bugs Baer
ing somebody else
twenty-four hours
lar songs written

says somebody is always meetand where the moon has to shine
a day to keep up with the popuabout it. Yes, we have some

moonshine. Will is General Manager of the Crane
Enamel Ware Company. This is a million-dollar
concern and enamels everything but Egyptian
mummies. Frank or “Bemis” as he was affectionately known, is Assistant Manager. Joe is the

Drop in one of these fine spring Sun-

General Manager of the Star Box and Printing

days and renew with Tom your happy and carefree
college days.

Company. George, captain of that Cadet team of
Mahrt and Sacksteder fame, is presently remaining at home.

Company.

SOMETHING NEW IN INTERVIEWS
“Br-r-r-r-r.

you.

Come in and shut the window after

These balmy March blasts afford but scant

“Ah, I see, resting on his laurels, eh?”
“No, recovering from the after effects of poison

gas from the German trenches.”

This thought
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seemed to so afflict this interesting friend that he
feverishly continued to write—

Father Virant’s elementary studies were pursued

at Sts. Cyril and Methodius Parochial School.

He

prepared himself for college at Notre Dame and at
Busy bees hum
Chew \Vrigley’s gum.

St. Jerome, Kitchener, Ontario.
(Advt.)

Oh, Spring has come
3ut where’s the rum?
Ho hum!

Ho hum!

“Il suppose all are happily married,’ ventured

Seas
“All but, George.
He hasn’t taken the fatal
plunge vet. Say, can you give me a word to rime

with ‘Trees’
?”
,

Y. I. cogitated a moment and then happily suggested a very popular under-raiment commonly
spelt with three letters. For his pains he was perfunctorily ushered doorward and what might otherwise have proven to be a brilliant interview was
abruptly terminated.
Verily poets be temperamental creatures.

When a student here, Father Virant distinguished
himself both in the classroom and on the gridiron.
His hard work in sports was awarded by the captaincy of the football team in his last year. Attesting his popularity here is the fact that his nickname of “Skin” which he so fittingly wore, has been
attached to his brother Leo, whom all admit is anything but a “Skin” when it comes to physique.
To you, Father Virant, on the threshold of your
career, the University of Dayton sends sincerest
wishes for the success of your noble quest,—the
glory of God and the salvation of souls.
Olberding, 16

Saturday, the twenty-fourth of
February witnessed Mr. Virant’s
Virant, °18
ordination to the holy priesthood.
His class, consisting of sixteen members, was orLudwig J.

dained by the Rt. Rev. Joseph Schrembs, D. D., at
St. John’s Cathedral, Cleveland.

Father Virant’s

Then he came to

the University of Dayton where he graduated in
1918.
His philosophical and theological studies
were followed at St. Bernard Seminary, Rochester,
and at St. Mary Seminary, Cleveland.

Gerver

On

the

thirty-first

of

January

wedding bells rang out for another

alumnus in the person of Mr.
Paul Anthony Olberding.
His bride was Miss
Iouise Cecelia Gerver, one of Cincinnati’s fair
belles. The ceremony took place in St. Lawrence
Church, Price Hill.

first Solemn Mass was celebrated the following day

After his graduation in 1916, Mr. Olberding was

at Sts. Cyril and Methodius Church in Lorain, his
native city.

a member of the S. A. T. C. Unit of this institution.
Your Alma Mater extends the best of wishes.

The Father Chaminade Burse for Missionary Work in China
Contributions Received During the School Year 1922-23
Previousry acenowledged 25. 2222

122. $132.80

John Murdock, Edward Heitker, Edward A.

Holy Redeemer High School, Detroit,
Mich., per Bro. Francis O’Reilly, $9.00; St.
Barbara’s School Brooklyn, N. Y., per Bro.
John Hall, $5.00; St. Michael’s School, Pittsburgh, Pa., per Bro. James Yack, $10.00; St.
Xavier’s School, Cincinnati, Ohio, $10.00,
and $1.00 from each of the following,
through the students of St. Xavier’s School,
per Bro. Andrew Schratz: M. Farrell, John
Fogarty, Ralph O’Rourke, Joseph Kurre,
William Koops, William Stricker, Neal Hagerty, Raymond Schuermann, Jos. Costello,

Charles Guerity
; also from the Second Commercial Class of St. Xavier School, $6.00,
and from the St. Xavier Literary Society,
Second Commercial Class, $5.00. From the
University of Dayton: Second High-D:
John Rex, $1.00; Norbert Kobes, $1.00; Leo
Nartker, $1.00; Joseph Desch, $1.00; Arthur

Jos. Rolver, Jr., Edward Mouch, Francis

Schinner, $1.00; from Friends, $2.00; Third

Zeil, John Moran, Walter Williams, Stan-

ley A. Seibel, Edward Boetiger, Charles McCarthy, William Willenborg, Gerard Linneman, John

O’Brien,

Howard

Hater,

Mrs.

Uhrig, William Cavalon, B. Frenser, Delbert

High Commercial:

Glaser, Michael Redmond, Clifford Hodapp,

Alfonso

Louis De Celis, $1.00;

P. Hausfeld, William O’Brien, Leo Dollries,
John Bain, Geo. Hofmann, August Fritsch,

Engineering Class: Patrick Wong, $1.00...

Louis Ballarine, H. Seger, Joseph Moser,

Mate te eer.
a ee $226.80

Longoria, $1.00; Junior Electric
94.00
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University Chronicle
By F. L. Canavan and Roy A. Hesse
HIGHEST HONORS FOR FEBRUARY

College Division
Senior Arts—Ades Cholley, 87; Edmund Klass, 87;
Michael O’Shea, 86.

Senior Electrical Engineers—Elmer Steger, 99; Alvin Rabe, 96; Alfred Poliquin, 94.

Senior Civil Engineers—Carl Theuring, 92; Frank
Kronauge, 91.

Senior Chemical Engineers—Herbert Hannegan,
95; Frederick Pfarrer, 94.
Junior Arts—Lawrence Tebbe, 95; Joseph Deddens, 92.
Junior Electrical Engineers—Frank Williams, 94;

Louis Sherer, 90; Edwin Rohr, 90; Robert Dill,
90; Patrick Wong, 90.
Junior Civil Engineers—Matthew O’Boylan, 95;

Thomas

Bliley, 93:

George

Sophomore Commerce and Finance—Lionel Bradmiller, 91; Joseph Adlard, 91; Edward Koehnen, 89.
Sophomore Pre-Medics—Paul Fox, 91; Vernon
Roden, 91; Robert Norris, 90; Richard Hochwalt, 89.
Freshman Arts—Joseph Wentker, 94; William
Scanlon, 90.
Freshman Engineers-A—Peter Babb, 92; Thomas
Burkhardt, 92; Ralph Hommel, 91; Ralph
Johnson, 90.
Freshman Engineers-B—Chas. Pederson, 92; Geo.

Murphy, 91; Waldo Zander, 89; Andrew Zit-

Ernest Gerber, 88.
Junior Chemical Engineers—Cyril Scharf, 90; Har-

old Melia, 88.
Junior Mechanical

Alexander, 94;
Marie, 92.

tel, 88.
Commerce and Finance—Richard Garster, 93; How-

Engineers

Carl

“Crane,

92;

Richard Sayre, 91.
Sophomore Arts—Joseph Higgins, 92; Chris Mur-

ay, 92; Elwood Hopping, 90.
Sophomore Engineers—Carl Ziegenbusch, 97; John

ard Weimerkirch, 92; Harry Heider, 91; Roy

Routsong, 90.
Freshman Pre-Medics—Kenneth Kurtz, 91; Howard Mahan, 91; Joseph Koehler, 90; Lawrence
Gerlach, 88.

High School Department
Walter

Second High-D—John Will, 99; Joseph Desch, 99;

Paul, 95; Robert Babb, 94, Joseph Unger, 94.

Carl Wenzel, 97; Leo Nartker, 97.
First High-A—Ireneus DeBrasse, 99; Regis Mur-

Fourth

High-A—Herman

Brunner,

96;

Fourth High-B—Jerome Gibson, 93; E. Guswiler,

93; L. Stuhldreher, 93; Robert Wirsching, 93.
Fourth High Commercial—John Moran, 92; Robert
Minnerup, 91; Daniel Poliquin, 90.

Third High-A—Cyril Stein, 99; James Sherman,
99; Joseph Keller, 98; Richard Schneble, 96.
Third High-B—Louis Gitzinger, 99; DeWitt Ashton, 97; Robert Valiquette, 92; Leo Goetz, 91.

Third High-C—Wm. Ferree, 99; Albert Schreck,
908; Edw. Haft, 92; J. Tancred, 91; R. O’Brien,
91; Edgar Meyer, 91.

Third High Commercial—M. Marzluft, 98; Alan
Tehan, 94; L. Boeke, 91; R. Hosler, 90.

Second High-A—Charles Mitchell, 96; R. E. Mannix, 95; Philip Wilker, 95; Charles Schrimb, 94.
Second High-B—Charles Deger, 99; Robert Din-

kel, 97: Thos. Grimes, 97; Charles DeBanto, 96.
Second High-C—Theodore Hoffman, 99; Victor
Hart, 94; Wm. Legler, 94; Michael Moran, 94.

dock, 95; Joseph Campbell, 91; William Hoefler, 90; Charles Maxwell, 90.
First High-B—James Boggs, 97; Louis Frey, 96;
John Schuler, 95.

First High-C—Jerome Zimmerle, 98; Lawrence
Gough, 96; Wm. Diemunsch, 96; Francis Gabel, 95.
First High-D—Lawrence Hughes, 99; James Charf,
96; Atmer Wilhoff, 96; Ellsworth Zimmerman,

94.
First High-E—Clement Kroger, 97; John Loges, 97;
John Stichwey, 97; Joseph Neuhoff, 96; Francis Park, 96; Bert Smith, 96.
Omitted in February Number of Exponent

Third High-C—January Exams—Albert Schreck,
97; Wm. Ferree, 97; Louis Podesta, 96; Edward Haft, 93.
Third High-C—January—-Wm. Ferree, 99; Albert
Schreck, 98; James T'ancred, 96; Edw. Haft, 95.
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Mission Lecture “The Mission Problem Confronting India” was the subject of an
illustrated lecture given by the Rev. Gregory Feige,
Professor of modern languages at the University, to
the High School members of the University Mission Society on Monday afternoon, March 12th.
During the recent World War, Father Feige spent
five years among the natives of India, consequently
his knowledge of the subject is well founded.

BRO. THOMAS EICHORN, S.M.
It was with sorrow in our heart and a prayer on
our lips that the students and faculty of the University recently awaited the fulfillment of the final
summons of the Almighty of one among our midst.
The call was happily answered by Bro. Thomas

Eichorn, February 26.

Thus ended his long pil-

grimage of seventy years upon this earth. Now
after an illness of six months he knows what reward awaits the man who lives a profitable life
here below.
Brother ‘‘homas was born in Rochester, New
York, in 1853. His early school days were spent at
a school conducted by the Marianists in that city.
His school days, seemingly completed, Brother
Thomas began his career as a printer. His work in
this line was, however, short lived. ‘To him was

given the grace of a higher calling.

Within him

there was a brave and sacrificing spirit which led
him to the fulfillment of the will of his Creator. We
find him in 1867 on the road to his life’s work. He
made his novitiate at Dayton in that year and one
year later took his first vows. In 1870 he left for
Baltimore to continue his studies at the St. Michael
and St. Alphonsus School. Following this, he began his work as a religious educator. His success
was such that at the age of twenty-three he became
director of Emmanuel School in Dayton. It is only
of strong and courageous souls that Divine Providence asks even greater sacrifices than these. Such

was the soul of Brother Thomas, for in 1883 God ordained that he should be a missionary in the Ha-

waiian Islands.

His stay in the Islands was pro-

tracted. He stood the test long and well. Finally,
returning to the States in 1901, he came to Dayton
and took up his duties again as a professor. He
spent his declining’ years at the University till ill-

ness overtook him about six months ago. His death
was caused by a complication of diseases not infrequent to old age.
Funeral services were held Thursday, February

29th, at the University Chapel. He was interred in
the local cemetery of the Brothers of Mary.

The lecture was a very entertaining , as well as
interesting one. In part, Father Feige told of the
urgent need of missionary priests in the missionary
fields of India, and informed the student body that,

“the people of India, presently as well as in the
past, are laboring under a terrible slavish religious
superstition. Steeped in the inhuman practices of
their fanatical beliefs, and fettered down by the
bonds of their so-called “caste system,” the people
of India have never been able to realize their position and place in the world. Composed of many
races of peoples, believing in many idolatrous
creeds, the work of the missionary has been a most
dificult one.” As the learned professor expressed
the conditions in these few words “too few men and
too few means.”

The members of the University of Dayton Mission Society wish to thank Father Feige for his
well-prepared lecture, which was indeed a revelation to all those who had the pleasure to attend,
and it is to be hoped the future holds in store the
opening of many treasures of knowledge in the
way of illustrated lectures.

Freshman

A regular meeting of the Fresh-

Sodality Meeting man Sodality unit was held on
February 8th. The members organized two sections: the spiritual reading and the

eucharistic section.

The members belonging to the

units pledged ‘themselves to do more spiritual reading and approach the sacraments oftener. The
moderator gave a short talk on the meaning of the
sodality, its ultimate purpose and its immediate
end.
A regular meeting of the Freshman Sodality unit
was held on March 11.

Texas Students
Celebrate

The Texas students at the U. of D.
on March the second celebrated

the anniversary of the state of
Texas.

‘They celebrated, by a luncheon at one of

the prominent cafes of Dayton, Mr. Carl Crane officiating as toastmaster.

Other speakers of the even-

ing were Messrs. Ernest Stecker, Harry Harn and
Baldemero Puig.
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Engineering
Department

by his Bishop to return to Mexico. So, before leaving, he came to visit old friends in Dayton. Then

signed by Paul S. Elliot, and manufactured by the
Lang Machine Shop of Dayton. The motor departs

while visiting here, he received word advising him
not to return to Mexico, due to recent religious difficulties there. Hearing of this, Rev. Father O’Reilly
obtained permission for Father Villasenor to go to

The mechanical engineers will be
busy for the next several weeks
conducting tests on a new design
of air-cooled automobile motor. The motor was de-

in many ways from the ordinary type of motor of
this kind.

Philadelphia.
Brother Rush

Arts & Letters

Jawrence Tebbe, a Junior Arts
student,

won

the

essay

contest

conducted last month by the Daily American Tribune. ‘The subject for all contestants was, “Why
I am a Catholic.” ‘The prize was a beautiful statue
of the Sacred Heart. The Daily American Tribune
offers splendid opportunities to ambitious writers
to take part in their essay, story, and poetry contests.

thousand

Christmas

seals,

in

which the class ably backed its teacher, Bro. Victor
Knoer, and its officers, Cyril Stein, Richard Schneble and Joseph Keller, by disposing of the entire

amount within a few days.
The collection of magazines and newspapers, the
weekly self-denial fund, termed “the personal tax,”
along with the recently paid C. S. M. C. dues, constitute the activities of the class for the Lenten season. The carrying out of the plans outlined in one
of the recent meetings will render the class again
worthy of its motto, “Make Them Take Notice.”
Rev. Father

A very welcome and distinguished

Villassenor

visitor at the University during

the week of March the fourth was
Father Villasenor. Father Villasenor, a former professor at the University, came to Dayton to see his
old friends before leaving again for Mexico. While
visiting at Dayton, his plans were considerably
changed and instead of leaving for Mexico, he left

Although sick-

ness has confined you to your room through all

these long wintry days, these bright sunshiny days
have lured you out again. We wish you ocntinued
health, Brother, and we assure you that the entrance parlor will seem more natural and more in-

viting with you to greet us there.
The “University Bro. William Beck has returned
of Dayton
from his visit to New York where
Illuminator”’

Preparatory Dept. ‘he class spirit of Third Hi A is
Junior A
well shown by the selling of five

We are glad to see you again,

Brother Rush!

he demonstrated his new invention, an illuminator for micro-

scopic photography. The device is soon to be placed
on the market by a New York firm. In summarizing its purpose, Brother Beck stated that “it gives
greater position to the picture and brings out a
wealth of details that escaped entirely under the
older methods. It gives clear pictures both to the
eye and the camera and prevents eye-strain.

His

invention will be explained in a later edition of the
Exponent.
m.49.: FA

During the first week of March

the regiment held a squad drill.
One squad from each company was selected and
drilled for the occasion. Company D won the competition by a close margin. The D company squad
was led by Captain Hagen and performed in almost
perfect order. The men in the squad will be
awarded medals for their work; the commanding

ofhcer will also receive a medal.

It has been

planned to hold a platoon drill, and then a company

drill. This stimulates the interest in the work and
is an aid to advancement. The next competition
will be held as soon as the weather permits.

for Philadelphia, where he will teach at the West
Philadelphia High School.

Pool Tournament ‘The pool tournament held in the

Father Villasenor, was exiled from Mexico, some
years ago at the time of the banishment of all the

unprobable and the unreal.

religious from that country. St. Louis College, San

Weber and Shenk pulled off, time and time again,

Antonio, Texes, became his first abode for a short

shots that werea little short of miraculous. Weber
proved to be the dark horse in the race and much
to the surprise of his backers came forth with a

time, after leaving Mexico.

He then came to Day-

ton, where he remained for about four years, serv-

College clubrooms was full of the

notable score.

The winning team,

Shenk upheld his reputation and

ing in various capacities as teacher and chaplain.
Following this he went to Texas again. After a
short sojourn in Texas, he was asked to assume the

broke away for long runs.

directorship of Our Lady of Guadaloupe Parish in

expected that the champs of the College will take

Topeka, Kansas.

on the Preps in the near future.

Several weeks ago he was asked

The highest run in the

tournament was twenty-six made by Shenk.

It is
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Athletic Notes
By C. Richard Horwedel
BASKETBALL—VARSITY

()

February 9th, the Red and Blue basketeers
ran into an unexpected surprise, when the

Quaker five from Wilmington College ran
off with the game 28 to 18. Earlier in the season,
Dayton had been barely nosed out by the same

outfit on their own floor and consequently the Dayton adherents had visions of a win. The Wilmington team played rings around the South Park lads

and their early lead was never in danger. ‘Their
floorwork especially was of high grade, making our
lads look like beginners.
Zeigler, Wilmington center, was the big noise for

the visitors by collecting five field goals and eight’
fouls. Swede Wagner as usual was the luminary
for the locals by annexing 12 points.

Dayton
Wilmington
BAKE 22
ns vik Rede
oe eee Chance
ewes os By, Mises SS prea ae Woods
Rete os a ss at: eee Zeigler
Oy Oe eas os eGAe Nowald
BIS oo ges)
ew LAS ay eee Fischer
Field Goals—Wagner-2, Fulweiler 1, Ziegler 5,
Fischer 3, Nowald 1, Chance 1.

and very close at all times, 10 to 6 being the score
at the end of the first half. The second stanza was
even more exciting than the first as the visitors
managed to tie up the score during this period.
However, toward the end, the Red and Blue managed to draw away from their opponents and cinch
the fracas.

The Dayton five played a very good game and
well deserve commendation. Swede Wagner again
was the big point-getter for the locals by garnering
16 points. The visiting scoring was evenly divided
between T'ubessing and Robinson.
Dayton
Baldwin-Wallace
eee
eer oe Re sooo ee ene Hannan
Visehier rs pt Lyi Oe pai Robinson
SAREE Ce 6 ea Cee
igees Tubessing
Wea hepe 5i Se
ersct Re ee
Craig
BOG ne eet he he Mp nik 5 chee
eos Roat
Wagner 5, Blake 1, Fischer 1, Doyle 1, Craig 1,
Robinson 3, Hannan 1.

On February 22nd, the Red and Blue invaded
the fair city of Cleveland on its annual trip. The
first contest was a return game with Baldwin-Wal-

Antioch 31
Dayton 8

This game was the worst exhibition that the Dayton five gave
during the entire season. From
a general viewpoint, the Red and Blue must have
gone completely stale, judging from their pitiful ef-

lace in which the Red and Blue came. out on the
short end of a 21 to 18 score. The Dayton outfit
was seriously handicapped by the loss of Wagner
star center, who was unable to make the trip on account of sickness. However, the Dayton lads put

forts.

up a hard battle and deserved to win under ordinary circumstances. The scoring was evenly di-

Antioch proved a better team in every de-

‘partment and the game resulted into merely a question of points. The first half was fast and furious,
Dayton managing by some accurate shooting to
accumulate the grand total of one point. However,
in the second stanza the Red and Blue managed to

hit the rim now and then but then all was lost as
Antioch was so far ahead that they could have
walked off the floor without much danger of losing
the game.

Dayton

Antioch

Pitlwetler<<
os oo ee
...... Wannorsdal
Dake
a es aAeS
eee
Weston
Welles. 3.0
ee Se ee Moreen ek
Dawson
Rane ae oS Peetss e ee Edwards

OT Oe See.
fee Feehan ae oe Se
Baldwin-Wal.10 After

BoD; 16

losing

games,

the

showed

a

es Kitchen

On the evening of February 24th, the Dayton five

received another hard luck setback when Western
Reserve University managed to nose out in a furious contest 17 to 16. Although handicapped by a
strange floor, the Red and Blue managed to be

ahead at the half 11 to 8.

During the second half

the Pioneers managed to even things up so that at
the end of the second stanza, the score stood 14 all.

In the overtime session, Blake threw a field goal
and Reserve collected a single foul. With 30 seconds to go, Lefkowitz, Pioneer forward hooked one
over his shoulder for the winning point. Again the

Dayton five put up a good scrap, but old man Hard
Luck intercepted and the result went against. it.

two — successive

U.

D._

basketeers

complete

reversal of

form by trimming handily the strong Baldwin-

Wallace quintet, 16 to 10.

vided on both sides.

The game was speedy

U. D.:28
Wooster 24

On the evening of March 3d, the
Red and Blue scored a glorious

victory over the strong Wooster

College five, 28 to 24.

The visiting five came here

UNIVERSITY OF DAYTON EXPONENT
with a strong reputation and certainly lived up to
it. They presented a big well-drilled quintet but
_ were alittle off on their shooting. The game started
fast and furious, Dayton taking an early lead
through the efforts of Fulweiler who looped a long
one in. Dayton took a lead of 8 points before the
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The Dayton five played a wonderful game, in
fact, if they had played in the same fashion on all

occasions they surely would have had a clean slate
for the season. Blake was the star performer for
the locals by his excellent all around playing. Fulweiler was the individual scorer for Dayton with 4

visitors got started but they soon evened up the

field goals.

score by some clever shooting. However, Doyle
put a foul in which knotted the count as the whistle

visitors.
Dayton

blew for the first period.

Pulweiler oso. 4s: Bae oes Van Ness
Biséle 35 esac poss ok bs Ba
ee Mitchell
Blake ee ee Ge
ies bos Stairn
Maite Sx sree
as R.G. 2.3, i.0.
Montgomery
DOVIE STs eee LiGes Saeeeeo
ses Manley

The second half was a whirlwind affair, first one
team and then the other taking the lead.

However,

at the end of the second stanza, the score stood

knotted again at 22 all.

In the overtime session,

Dayton managed to draw away from the visitors

through the excellent shooting of Mahrt and Eisele.
When the whistle sounded Dayton was the victor.

Field

Jenkins played the best game for the
Wooster

Goals—Fulweiler 4,

Blake 2,

Eisele 2,

Mahrt 3, Jenkins 4, Stairn 2, Manley 3.

BASEBALL
On March 6th, the first call for baseball was is-

sued and about thirty candidates presented themselves for practice. Due to the inclemency of the

bright as several veterans from last year’s outfit are
back. Also a goodly number of new men are at

weather, only a light workout was gone through.

hand and there will be a lively race to win a regular berth. The baseball schedule is not entirely

Nick Murphy, former coach at Cathedral Latin will

completed, but games with Cincinnati U., Earlham,

assume the mentorship of the Dayton diamond

Antioch, Wilmington and Capitol U. have been arranged already.

prospects.

Prospects for a successful year are very

Latin (18) Preps (5). The speedy
Cathedral Latin quintet, hailing
from Cleveland, trounced the Preps in a fast game

Preps

thought the Preps when they evened it up with St.
Rose team of Lima, for the overtime win of the

latter over the local tossers at Lima.

The score does not tell the real story

The Preps will wind up the season with a game

of the game. The Forest City boys took the game

with the alumni, after which they will consign their
togs to the mothballs for another year, and turn
their attention to the national game.
z

played here.

on the foul tossing of Victoryn, who caged ten out

of thirteen.
Eaton (22) Preps (12). On the following Friday
the Preps traveled to Eaton, where they bowed to
the Purple and Gold tossers, in a hard-fought contest.

Preps (24) St. Rose (8).

Revenge was sweet,

Baseball

The Preps will not have a repre-

sentative team, but teams representing the different classes will uphold the reputa-_
tion of the Red and Blue on the diamond.

CALENDAR FOR MARCH

March 19—St. Joseph’s Day.

Literary and Social
March 22—D.

Lee

Fitzpatrick

(last

lecture

of

Lyceum Course)
March 26—Dr. D. G. Reilly Oratorical Contest.

March 27—Easter Holidays begin.
April
1—Easter Sunday.
Religious

March 17—St. Patrick’s aDy.
March 18—Passion Sunday—General Communion.

March 25—Palm Sunday.

March 29—Holy Thursday.
March 30—Good Friday.
March 31—Holy Saturday.
April
1—Easter Sunday.
Sports—Baseball
April 23—U. of D. vs. Earlham, at Richmond.
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Frolicsome Folly
By Varley P. Young and Wm. A. Fritz
The editor of this column is glad to be back with
the Exponent again. However, as was erroneously
reported, he was not in New York but spent the en-

tire month in Piqua on February 15th.

EXTRAVAGANCE
Lady—"“But I gave you five cents yesterday,
what did you do with it?”

Tramp—‘Well I took a taxi an’ dined at the Asterbilt an’ then went to an opera.”

Jack Kass who so kindly wrote last month’s
“Folly” wishes to apologize for running that old
one about the Knight of the Bath, etc. Of course,
he didn’t know it was old until he was told but—
he apologizes.
In the Dayton Journal obituary notices the other
day this was the closing sentence of a Xenia woman’s death notice. “Mrs. Smith is survived by
her husband, a street car conductor and two chil-

dren.”

SETTING THE EXAMPLE
Sayre (ten minutes late)—‘“But, Brother, the big
hand on my watch got stuck on the little one.”
Prefect—‘“I am afraid this Sunday night handholding business is contagious.”

A DUPLICATE
First Senior—‘When | graduate I hope I don’t
get any duplicate presents.”
Second Senior—“Well, I don’t know, dad prom-

ised me a hundred dollars and I wouldn’t mind if
AN ABSORBING INTEREST
Our interest in lady congressmen was more or
less passive until under date of March 6, we find

that Mrs. Mae E. Nolan, Fifth California district,
opposes prohibition.

She assumes a new and vital

interest in our lives.
ANOTHER “MEANEST MAN”
“Yes,” said Uncle Henry, the one-armed fiddler,
as he held the resin between his knees and resined

his bow, “I’ve known some mean and stingy guys
in my time, but the meanest one I know is the bird
that. told his kids on Chris’mus Eve that Santa
Claus ‘was dead.’

somebody would duplicate it.”

A BIRD IN THE HAND IS,—ETC.
Mother—‘“Gerald, you’ve been fighting again!
you lost four front teeth.”
Fulweiler—“No I didn’t, here they are in my
pocket.”
Census Taker (to girl dreading to be a spinster)
—‘“And what is your age?”
She (coyly)—‘I have seen eighteen summers.”
Census Taker—“And how long have you been
blind?”

Choose your padners for the

‘Shuddering Shoulders Shimmy’—let’s shim.”
—swiped.

ORDERS IS ORDERS
There have been so many social affairs in the

military department of late that we suppose the
following will supersede all orders in the near future: “All members of the first and second advanced classes are cordially invited to be present

Fair Customer—‘Is this color fast and really
genuine?”

Gallant Shop Assistant—‘As genuine as the roses
in your cheeks.”
Fair Customer—“H’m!-er-show

me something

else.”
Mehling is still waiting for the reaction with
asbestos tri-chloride. Better ask Collins when it is
due, Mehling.

from 9:30 to 10:30 a. m. on Thursday next when
the usual weekly drill will be held.”
Shenk—“By the way you owe me some money.”
Reinhart—“‘Golly, Shenk, you are the darndest

-Leary—“T saw an advertisement for a pocket fireescape for five dollars so I sent for it.”
Deddens—“Has it come?”
Leary—“‘Yes, I received a small Bible.”

fellow to start an argument I ever saw.”
Sneeze (to pedestrian he almost hit)—“You must

She—“I am afraid, Ades, that I will never see
you in heaven.”
Cholley—“Great guns, what have you been do-

have been walking carelessly.

I am a careful

ing now?’—Sour Owl.

years, so you have nothing on me.’—Selected.

driver, I have driven a car for eight years.”

Pedestrian—“I have been walking for forty-eight

UNIVERSITY OF DAYTON EXPONENT
A Scotchman was examining some cloth in a
fellow Scotchman’s store. The following was the
conversation :
“Oo?” he asked.
cA; 005
a Cor.
Aye, Al 00%Ae ae-00t”
“Aye a’ ae 00.”
Which translated means:
“Wool?” he asked.
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HOT TAMALE!
‘Tail Roth (warm under the collar):

Listen here,

guy, I’m like a cat; you’ve got to sock a feline nine
times before he’s out.
Gas—Yes, you poor prune, but remember, a frog
croaks every night.

HE WHO LAUGHS LAST LAUGHS BEST
Schneider—This lent will find me among the fasting ranks.

Harn—Ha! ha!

The laughs on you—lI still have

“Ves, wool.”

two years to go.

“All wool?”
“Yes, all wool.”
“All pure wool?”
“Yes, all pure wool.”

Schneider—Well anyhow, the hee-haw! ‘Il be on
you when I’m 60 and your're still 58.

THOSE FEMALES
“Can you keep a secret, Peggy? ’
“Sure, I can; but it’s just my luck to tell some
fanale hopper who can't.”
Father—What is your favorite hymn?
Daughter—John Schulte.

HAS THIS EVER
HAPPENED TO
YOU

ee
ee as

Droppie—The doctor told.me a year ago that I'd
be weak-minded if I didn’t stop smoking.
Healy—Well, why didn’t you stop?
Bramlage (At laboratory): Say, this gas 1s leaking from this tank.
Busy Instructor: And you come to me about it?
Get some putty and plug it—use your head, boy—
use your head—Nichols News.

HEY GANG!
Hear Ye!

Hear Ye!

When reading the “Exponent” do not forget those who have
made it possible.

It is no more than just that we, who reap the bene-

fits of this magazine, should patronize those who are such great
factors in its upkeep. Of
course, we can’t demand

that you deal exclusively
with

:

our

advertiser,

:

but

keep him in mind, and give
him the preference. And—
Say, gang!

When you

“The codfish lays a million eggs
While the helpful hen lays one,
But the codfish does not cackle

To tell what she has done.
And so we scorn the codfish coy,

But the helpful hen we prize,
Which indicates to thoughtful minds
It pays to advertise.”

get that “Dapper Dan” suit,
—Selected
that spring hat, or that
new pair of shoes—glance
through the columns of the “Exponent” before you buy. And when
you get ’em, say you “saw it in the ‘Exponent’”’ and prove to our
patronizers that
“_IT PAYS TO ADVERTISE”
Let’s all hang on the same end of that rope, and pull with
those who are only waiting to help us pull; fellows, let’s make the
“University of Dayton Exponent’ the biggest and best advertising
medium in the city of Dayton.
Do this, and you'll take an ocean of weight off the minds of the
BUSINESS MANAGERS

The Ohio
Cooper Agency Co.

Y ES—There is a big difference in MEATS
INSIST ON THE QUALITY PRODUCTS

W.A. HOSKIN, Pres. and Mgr.

THE WM. FOCKE’S SONS CO,

Insurance

BEST BY TEST

Kettle Rendered Lard, Beef
Veal and Hotel Cuts, High
Grade Sausages, Mild-Cured
Hams and Bacon.

501-7 Dayton Savings & Trust Co.

WE SOLICIT YOUR PATRONAGE

BALLS
CANDY

BOTH PHONES

1004-1006 E. Fifth St.

East Springfield Street

BRANCH

PACKING Housgz

Is used by the

SMITH BROTHERS

U. of D. 800

Studto of Fine Portraiture
OUR NEW STUDIO IS ONE OF
THE BEST APPOINTED IN OHIO

16 East FourTH STREET

DayTON, OHIO

Bell Main 5536

Home Phone 454C

ALBERT A. VAUBEL

Bell Phone Main 2097

Furnaces
SLATE, IRON, TIN and COMPOSITION ROOFING
REPAIRS FOR ALL MAKES OF FURNACES
SPOUTING and SHEET METAL WORK

F.G.MEYER

Repairing of All Kinds a Specialty

JEWELER AND OPTICIAN

242 Oak Street

Dayton, Ohio

Our Line of

Sporting Goods
Pleases the Athletes at St. Mary’s
College. No Better Goods Made.
Send for Catalog

My New Location

The Draper & Maynard Co.

14 West Fifth St.
@

4
4

e

PLYMOUTH, N. H.

DAYTON, OHIO

Bell 2632

C. O. ENGLER

f

Home 11573

ALOIS MAYER

Dayton Monument Co.
OFFICE: 1072 BROWN STREET

C. C. Young’s

WORKS: ALBERTA STREET AT C.L. & N. RAILROAD

Office Phone—Garfield 4138

PUBLIC SALES
We

have purchased 122,000 pair U. S. Army

Cleaning, Pressing
and Repairing
Work Called for
and Delivered
Ep. MERKLE, Mgr.

Munson Last Shoes, sizes 544 to 12 which was
the entire surplus stock of one of the largest U. S.

Government shoe contractors.
This shoe is guaranteed 100 per cent solid leather,
color dark tan, bellows tongue, dirt and water-

proof.

1217 SOUTH BROWN STREET

The actual value of this shoe is $6.00.

Owing to this tremendous buy we can offer same

to the public at $2.95.

Send correct size. Pay postman on delivery or
send money order. If shoes are not as represented
we will cheerfully refund your money promptly
upon request.

National Bay State Shoe Co.
296 Broadway

BAKER’S
HARDWARE
STORE
South-west Cor. Fifth and Jackson Sts.

NEW YORK, N. Y.
Main 836—Telephones— Home 2336

ATTENTION!
Seniors and Juniors — School of Commerce
We are seeking to strengthen our organization with college men and women who
have a knowledge of Bookkeeping or
Accounting.

FISH
POU LE RY

We are a National organization and offer

either permanent or vacation period work
in your home locality to those who are

interested.

Good money right from the

Sifferman’s

start with opportunities for splendid ad-

vancement for those who qualify.
FOR INFORMATION WRITE NOW TO

U.S. A. CORPORATION
504-5 Benoist Building

ST. LOUIS, MO.

45 South Jefferson Street

DAYTON, OHIO

Heller & Bundenthal

Home Phone 2688

Bell East 2800

All kinds of

insurance
Automobile Insurance a Specialty
512 Reibold Building

The Dayton Lumber and
Manufacturing Co.

BOTH PHONES

LUMBER

The Dayton
Stencil Works Co.

LATH AND SHINGLES

Steel Stamps—Rubber Stamps
Manufacturers of

Seals—Badges—Engravings

Doors, Sash, Blinds and All Kinds of Mill Work

Stencils
115 E. SECOND ST.
Phone Main 5364
Dayton, Ohio
Bell 888

Home 8828

Frank C. Clemens
Successor to McDermott & Clemens

SANITARY
PLUMBING

Get Good Shoes and You’ll Be Safe
You can’t save money on shoes, unless the shoes are good.

Even high prices on high quality would be better than low
prices on poor quality.
In Walk-Over Shoes you always get quality, plus dependable
leathers, service giving construction, solid comfort and good

styles.
Gas Fitting and Hot Water Heating

KEHN’S

28 North Jefferson Street

WALK-OVER BOOT SHOP
39 S. Main Street

Prompt Service—Estimates Cheerfully Given
HARRY SCHMITZ

LOUIS RAUSCH

THERE’S A CERTAIN FEELING OF

SATISFACTION

HOME PHONE 5666

TheSSP Bakery

Established 1863

Felt by the users of Lowe Brothers High Standard Quality
Paint Products—they mean paints and varnishes that are
made as good as they can be made—they look better, last

longer and go further, which means in all, REAL PAINT
Economy. Your painting problems are ours.

Lowe Brothers Paint Store

Bread and Fancy Cakes
1211 Xenia Avenue

Main 58

110-112 East Third Street

Home 6301

THE

THE. DRINE. PHAT Aiis: THE SPCE

John T. Barlow Co.

ceeen Finest Quality ~»
> Blend A Coffee ~»

Wholesale

DRY GOODS
and NOTIONS

THE JANSZEN GROCERY CoO.
Bell Phone Main 832
Connects all Departments

S. E. Corner Second and Walnut Sts.
101 to 117 East Second Street

CINCINNATI, OHIO
Third and Sears Streets, Dayton, Ohio

This Magazine 1s

Hollencamps

Our Product

Ge

=

J.C. Ely Printing

Company

SODA
In all Assorted Flavors and the Very Best
Just phone what you want and we will deliver to you

205-207-209 SOUTH JEFFERSON ST.

South End
Haberdasher

TRY OUR CEREAL BEVERAGES

“Golden Glow”
=

A

E. J. STOECKLEIN
High Class Line of

GENTS
FURNISHINGS
1075 S. Brown St.

Builders’
Hardware

“Dark Cream”
VERY

REFRESHING

DAYTON, OHIO

voor
en

Bell Main 493

A SPECIALTY

The Hollencamp Products Co.

Lawn Mowers
Lawn Rollers
Garden Hose
Screen Doors

Bell Main 433

PHONES

Home 2433

and Windows

Chicken
Netting
and

Fly Screen
TOOLS AND CUTLERY

THE G. W. TISCHER CO,
34 N. Main St.

Dayton, Ohio

When in need of new Glasses or
repairs are necessary on the
old glasses, visit

117 South Ludlow

OPTICIANS

“ALUMNI PROFESSIONAL DIRECTORY
ACCOUNTANT AND AUDITOR

DENTISTS

3

HUGH C. WALL, ’84

:

DR. LEON DEGER,

Wall-Hardman-Lane

’10

Fidelity Building

1077 Reibold Building

D

Dayton, Ohio

ayton,

Oh;

10

ARCHITECT

HOWARD GERMANN. ’0!

DR. FRANCIS GAYNOR, 715
Brown and Warren Sts.
D
Oh;

Schwind Building

ayton,

Dayton, Ohio

10.

ATTORNEYS

JOSEPH B. MURPHY, 01

EDGAR ORENDORFF, °99

Murphy, Elif, Leen & Murphy

S01 Landes Bailicas

Schwind
Dayion,Building
Ohio

;
Dayton, Ohio

Fiorint & Solimano

403 Schwind Building

324 Dayton Savings and Trust Bldg.
Dayton, Ohio

Dayton, Ohio

ATTORNEYS

JOSEPH M. GOODING, ’84

JUDGE HENRY C. FERNEDING, ’90

Fon du Lac,

Court of Appeals

Wisconsin

Ohio

JUDGE VIRGIL TERRELL, ’00

WALTER L. CONNORS, ’05

Municipal Court

922 Dayton Savings and Trust Bldg.

Cleveland, Ohio

Dayton, Ohio

DAVID KERSTING, ’05

CLARENCE J. STOECKLEIN, ’08

1055 Reibold Building

709 Reibold Building

Dayton, Ohio

Dayton, Ohio

FRANCIS C. CANNY, ’09
211 Dayton Savings and Trust Bldg.

Dayton, Ohio

ALBERT J. KRANGZ, ’11
1006 Nicholas Building
Madison Avenue
Toledo, Ohio

JOURNALISTS

JAMES CONNORS, ’00

EMIL EDMONDSON, 713

Dayton Daily News

Wall Street Journal

Dayton, Ohio

New York City

HENRY FARRELL, 712

FRANCIS J. POWERS, ’12

Sport Editor

Sport Writer

United Press Associations

Cleveland Plain Dealer

World Building

New York City

Cleveland, Ohio

ENGINEERS

M. J. GIBBONS, JR., ’05; M. E. ’22
The Gibbons Supply Co.

EARL A. SMITH, ’07
Civil Engineer

Monument Ave. and Webster St.

702 Conover Building

Dayton, Ohio

Dayton, Ohio

HARRY F. FINKE, ’02

HARRY ANDERTON, ’09

Finke Engineering Company
Dayton, Ohio

Insurance Engineer
Anderton & Anderton

Dayton, Ohio

PHYSICIANS

DR. JAMES A. AVERDICK, ’70

DR. G. A. HOCHWALT, ’89

Eighth and Bakewell Sts.

413 South Main Street

Covington, Ky.

Dayton, Ohio

DR. A. MOORMAN, ‘00
857 Reibold Building

Dayton, Ohio

DR. J. E. MONNIG, ’08
641 South Main Street
Akron, Ohio

DR. MATTHIAS WAGNER, ’10

DREN. Cs HOCHWALP 718

410 Savings Building

2418 North Main Street

Lima, Ohio

Dayton, Ohio

DR. GEORGE SEITTERS, ’19

DR. CLIFFORD R. WEIS, 719

925 West Third Street

485 South Broadway

Dayton, Ohio

Dayton, Ohio

America’s Largest

Distributors

A
Repaired
Shoe —

of No. 10 Canned
Goods

need not be a clumsy,
OR forty years
:
the leading
specialists in supplying the institutional table. Current price list on request.

John Sexton & Company
Wholesale Grocers

‘

Chicago

Branches at Strategic Shipping Points

clumpy affair.

If a shoe is repaired
correctly it will have
the good lines of a new
shoe combined with
the comfort of an old

one.

W. J. Sherer Company
WEE

25 Perrine St.

DAYTON, OHIO .

We repair shoes correctly, promptly and
at moderate price.

Bell Phone 3893

Sach’s
Shoe Hospital

The Witte Tegenkamp Co.

109 South Jefferson Street

Dealers in

ALL WORK GUAKANTEED

Prayer Books, Religious Articles, Pictures
Importers of Vestments, Laces, Banners, Chalices,

Ostensoria, Ete. Candles, Sanctuary Oil, Incense,
Charcoal, Tapers, Etc. Mission Supplies.
411 E. Fifth St.
e
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Home Phone 11199

DAYTON, OHIO
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the new Weeks
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ARTISTS: ENGRAVERS.

COMMERCIAL PHOTOGRAPHERS)
|: Tze
PHOTO ARTS ENGRAVING CO.
———eee DYE BUILDING —_...___.
FIFTH & MAIN STS... DAYTON, OHIO

Bernhard Bros.
Blends Qn”
Roasters of High-Grade Coffees.
Jobbers of Teas and Spices. You
cannot afford to pass us by when
in the market. Ask your grocer.

BERNHARD BROS.
Pine and Marshall Sts., Dayton, Ohio

~!

Beaumal Top Coats
of CROSSTWIST
HE new 1923 Beaumals are in. Wonderful coats, men. Fine for motor
wear, for street wear, for sport wear,
for every wear. Practical for rain or

shine. In smart new shades of tan, olive,
eray, brown and lovat.
Beaumal Topcoats, $27.50, 30, 35 and more

“Thotropolitan?
Quality Corner

a H. Margolis, Pres.
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Ohio's Greatest Clothiers

